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ABS.TRACT

This report is the result of an investigation by the Mine Safety
and Health Administration (MSHA) made pursuant to Section 103(a)
of the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 ("Mine Act" ).
Public Law 91-173, as amended by Public Law 95-164, 30 U.S.C.
8l3(a) (Supp. iv, 1980).

At approximately 12 noon (CST) on December 8, 1981, an explosion
occurred in 003 Section of the NO. 21 Mine of Grundy Mining Company,
Incorporated. There were 56 men in the mine when the explosion
occurred, 13 of whom were killed by or died from the results of
the explosion. The other 43 men survived the explosion and, except
for 6 men who remained underground and participated in the recovery
operations, escaped to the surface; 12 men were working in the
adjacent 007 section; 18 men were working in the 008 section and
13 men were working at various locations along the belt conveyor
and track entries. The explosion occurred when one of the victims
used a cigarette lighter in æn explosive methane-air mixture that
accumulated as a result of inadequate ventilation in 003 section.

The names of the victims, their ages, occupations, mining experience
and training are listed in Appendix A. Autopsies were not performed.
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GENERA INFORMATION

The NO. 21 Mine, Grundy Mining Company, incorporated, owned by
Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company was opened during 1966, and
is located approximately 15 miles northwest of Whitwell, Marion
County, Tennessee. At the time of the explosion, the President,
Vice president and Chief Engineer of Tennessee Consolidated Coal
Company also held the same positions in Grundy Mining Company,
incorporated. other operating supervisory officials served Grundy
Mining Company, Incorporated only. Among the surpervisory officials
with responsibility for the No. 21 Mine were:

William B. Allison
Ronald C. Calhoun
Ed presley
James Saynes

* Jimmy Wayne Rogers
Buddy Gene Layne
Wade Shadrick
Jewell Shadrick
Jerry R. Morrison

* Roy White
Hollis Rogers
Dan Basham

* Jackie Tate
Don Bivens
Ladue Bouldin
Leonard Sutherland

President
Executive Vice president
Chief Engineer
Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent
Maintenance Super intendent
Assistant Maintenance Superintendent
Assistant Maintenance Superintendent
General Mine Foreman
Safety Director
General Mine Foreman/Second Shift
Section Foreman/003 section
Second Shift section Foreman
Electrician Foreman
Preshift Examiner

* Rogers, White and Tate were victims of the explosion.

The No. 21 Mine was opened by nine drift openings into the medium
volatile Sewanee coalbed which averages 39 inches in thickness in
the present mining areas. A total of 127 men were employed; 123
worked underground on two production and one maintenance shifts
a day. Production during the last Federal inspection of the entire
mine completed October 30, 1981, was approximately 900 tons of
coal per day. The floor is firm shale. The immediate roof is
fragile shale. The main roof is sandstone and the maximum over-
burden is approximately 450 feet. The mine map did not indicate
any gas or oil wells penetrating the mine area (Appendix B-1).

The analysis of a raw coal sample taken in the Sewanee coalbed in
the No. 21 Mine is as follows:

Percent

Moisture
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon
Ash

1.9
27.8
61.6
8.7
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Numerous tests by the Bureau of Mines have shown that coal dust
having a volatile ratio of 0.12 and higher is explosive. The
volatile ratio of the coal dust in the mine is 0.31 indicating
the coal dust is explosive. The volatile ratio is the ratio of
volatile matter to fixed carbon plus volatile matter:

VR = fc
v
+ v

MINING METHODS, CONDITIONS AND EQUIPMENT

Mining Methods

A block system of mining was employed. Multiple entries were
developed, 20-22 feet wide. Entries and crosscuts were approxi-
mately 60 feet apart. The main headings were developed approximately
13,000 feet in a southeasterly direction. Panels were developed
right and left off the main headings at irregular intervals due
to irregular conditions of the coalbed. In December 1981, mining
consisted of developing three panels using conventional mechanical
equipment.

The 003 section was developed off 6 right toward the abandoned
2 left off 5 right section, a distance of approximately 3,800 feet.
According to management, the 003 section was to be mined into the
abandoned gob area to develop a bleeder system for second mining.
On approaching the abandoned area test boreholes were drilled in
advance of the faces. Test boreholes, penetrating the gob area
prior to mining through, indicated air from the abandoned gob
area was flowing into the active 003 section. According to an
entry in the preshift examiners book dated December 7, 1981, 5.2
percent methane was detected flowing from the boreholes. The
gob area was directly connected to the main return aircourses and
air from the active area should have been flowing through the
test boreholes, across the gob and to the fan. The reverse flow
in the boreholes indicated the gob ventilation was ineffective.

ventilation and Gases

Ventilation was induced by a continuously operated Model 8 HU-72,
Aerodyne fan manufactured by Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, belt
driven at 1195 rpm by a 300 horsepower alternating-current motor.
During the investigation, measurements by personnel from the MSHA
Ventilation Section, Pittsburgh Health Technology Center, pittsburgh,
Pennsyl vania, indicated the fan was exhausting 176,000 cubic feet
of air a minute at 5.8 inches water gauge pressure. The methane
content of the return air was 0.01 percent. Approximately 152,000
cubic feet of air a minute was measured at the six intake openings.
Total methane liberation from the mine as calculated from the
analysis of samples collected during the last inspection was 17.000
cubic feet in 24 hours. Air flow was controlled by permanent
stoppings, overcasts. and regulators constructed of incombustible
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materials. Plastic flame-resistant brattice material was used
for check curtains and line brattice. The last ventilation system
and methane and dust control plan for the mine was approved
October 1, 1981.

003 Section Ventilation

A split system of ventilation was used for ventilating the three
active sections. However, dur ing the investigation it was discovered
that air lock doors or a stopping was missing in a cut-through
developed during November 1981, between the return aircourses of
007 section and the intake aircourses in 003 section. The belt
conveyor entries were to be separated from the intake and return
aircourses; however, in the 003 section the belt conveyor entry
was not separated from the return aircourse outby the belt tail-
piece for a distance of about 200 feet. A permanent stopping,
as required by the approved ventilation plan, had not been con-
structed between the intake and return aircourses, in the third
open crosscut outby the working faces. Also, it could not be
determined if a permanent stopping had been constructed in the
crosscut between the intake entry and the belt conveyor entry just
outby the tailpiece, due to a large roof fall in the area. Plastic
check curtains were installed between the intake and return air-
courses in the first, second and fourth crosscuts inby the tailpiece.
The third crosscut, shuttle car roadway, was open and the air was
short circuited and was not effectively ventilating the working
faces.

Bleeders

The 5 right gob area was developed after the effective date of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969. Section 303(z)(2)
of the provisions of the Act states in part:

" . . .All areas from which pillars have been wholly or
partially extracted and abandoned areas, as determined
by the Secretary or his authorized representative, shall
be ventilated by bleeder entries or bleeder systems
or equivalent means, or be sealed, as determined by
the Secretary or his authorized representative...."

Section 303(z)(3) states in part:

"In the case of mines opened on or after the operative
date of the title, or in the case of working sections
opened on or after such date in mines opened prior to
such date, the mining system shall be designed in accord-
ance with a plan and revision thereof approved by the
Secretary and adopted by such operator so that, as each
working section of the mine is abandoned, it can be
isolated from the active workings of the mine. . . ."
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Blocks of coal were left around the perimeter of second mined
(pillared) 5 right areas to serve as bleeder entries. Such "bleeder
entries" were not travelable and, as was indicated by the direction
of air 'flow from the gob area into the active areas of 003 section,
were ineffective. During the -mine recovery and investigation,
it was determined that the extensive pillared areas from 1 right
to 5 right were not sealed and were not effectively ventilated.

According to records of the preshift and onshift examinations
and tests, methane had been detected on shifts immediately pre-
ceding the 7 a.m. - 3 p.m. shift of December 8, 1981. During the
investigation 0.3 percent methane was detected from test boreholes
leading into the abandoned area from the No. 3 entry. 003 section.
Al though preshift and onshift examinations and tests were conducted
by certified persons, a preshift examination was not made for the
11 p.m. - 7 a.m. shift on December 7 and 8, 1981. Also, records of
the pre shift examinations and tests for maintenance shifts were
not in the preshift examiner's book.

Rock Dust and Coal Dust

A clean-up program was in effect at the mine. Rock dust was
applied to the roof, floor and ribs of the mine surfaces. During
inspections of the entire mine made during 1980 and 1981, 132
dust samples were collected; 86 were substandard. A total of
58 of the samples were collected in the 003 section; 30 of which
were substandard. The 003 working section was rerockdusted on
the shift from 11 p.m. December 7, 1981, to 7 a.m. December 8,
1981.

Electrici ty
Three-phase power was purchased from the Sequatchie Valley Coopera-
tive at 13,200 volts and transmitted to a surface substation near
the mine portal. At the surface substation the electric power was
reduced to 4,160 volt, 3-phase power for underground distribution
by a bank of three 333-kVA transformers connected del ta-wye. The
secondary neutral was properly grounded- through a 25-ampere, current-
limiting resistor. A grounding circuit, originating at the grounded
side of the resistor, was used to ground the metallic frames of all
electric equipment supplied from the underground high-voltage
distribution system.

A 600-ampere, oil filled circuit breaker in the surface substation
was equipped with a ground check circuit and relays designed to
provide overload, short-circuit, grounded-phase, and undervol tage
protection for the underground high-voltage distribution system.
Three, single-pole fuse cutouts were provided in the surface sub-
station to open the phase conductors of the underground high-vol tags
distribution system.
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The underground high-voltage distribution system consisted of
approximately 18,200 feet of shielded, No. 2/0 AWG, 3-conductor,
15 KV mine power cable. Nine sets of three, single-pole fuse
cutouts were installed at or near the beginning of the branch
circui ts in the underground high-voltage distribution system.
The fuse cutouts were equipped with either 100-ampere or 125-ampere
K-rated fuse links to provide additional overcurrent protection
for the transformers and branch circuit conductors. A one-line
diagram of the underground high-voltage distribution system is
contained in Appendix C-l.

Nine portable power centers, 6 rated at 300 kVA and 3 rated at
150 kVA, reduced the 4,160-volt, 3-phase power to 480-volt, 3-phase
power for the operation of 6 belt conveyor drive units and 3 battery
charging stations. Three 750-kVA portable power centers reduced
the 4, 160-vol t, 3-phase power to 480-vol t, 3-phase power and 300-vol t.
direct-current power for the operation of the electric equipment
on the three coal-producing sections. However, the direct-current
portions of the portable power centers in the 007 and 008 sections
were not in use at the time of the explosion.

The portable power center in the 003 section was used to supply
480-volt, 3-phase power to a cutting machine, face drill, loading
machine, roof-bolting machine, belt feeder-breaker and battery charger
and 300-volt, direct-current power to two shuttle cars. The primary
windings of the power transformer in the portable power center
were connected delta. The 480-vol t secondary windings of the power
transformer were connected wye with the secondary neutral properly
grounded through a 15-ampere current limiting resistor. The 222-volt
secondary windings of the power transformer were connected ungrounded
delta. The negative polarity of the rectifier bridge in the portable
power center was solidly grounded to the power center frame. The
portable power center contained 7 molded-case circuit breakers
which were equipped with devices to provide short-circuit, grounded-
phase and undervol tage protection for the 480-vol t, 3-phase circuits
originating at the power center. Ground check circuits were
provided to monitor the continuity of the grounding circuits for
the 480-volt, 3-phase circuits originating at the power center.
The portable power center contained 3 molded-case circuit breakers
which were equipped with devices to provide short-circuit and
undervol tage protection for the 300-vol t, direct-current circuits
originating at the power center. A cable coupler was provided in
conjunction with each 3-phase, alternating-current and each
direct-current circuit breaker to provide visual evidence that the
power is disconnected when the cable plug is withdrawn from the
receptacle.

The electric face equipment was of a permissible type and, according
to the mine record books, was examined weekly. A record of these
examinations was kept in a book in the mine office on the surface.
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Blasting and Explosives

The coal was undercut, drilled and blasted onshift. Permissible-type
explosives, fired by permissible-type shot firing units were used.
The shot firers were certified. Explosives were stored in separate
storage-magazines on the surface. A special container was used for
transporting explosives underground. The container was transported
on a rubber-tired car pulled by a rubber-tired battery tractor.
Explosive storage-magazines were used for underground storage.
It was observed that supplies of explosives and detonators in
excess of that which can be stored in the section magazines were
stored on the 003 section. Explosives and detonators in their
original containers were transported on the section equipment in
the face areas of 003 section.

Transportation and Communications

The coal was hauled in shuttle cars or rubber-tired mine cars
and battery tractors from the face regions to belt conveyors which
transported the coal to the surface. Battery-powered track haulage
equipment was used to transport supplies to the section supply
areas. Men were transported underground in battery-powered covered
mantrip vehicles and in open-type, rubber-tired, battery-powered
vehicles. A two-way telephone paging system was provided between
the surface and the underground areas of the mine in compliance
with Sections 75.1600 through 75.1600-2, 30 CFR 75.

Mine Rescue

Two trained mine rescue teams, equipped with oxygen breathing
apparatus, were maintained at the company's mines. The two teams
performed the underground recovery operations in the 003 section.
Information obtained during the investigation indicates one-hour
fil ter-type self-rescuers were carried by all underground employees
and each employee had been trained in the use of the self-rescuers.
Self-contained self-rescuers were not available to the miners at
the mine. However, these rescuers had been ordered on June 18,
1981.

Fire protection

The underground firefighting facilities included water lines
installed along belt conveyors to near the faces. Water outlets
were provided at 300-foot intervals along the lines and firehose
and fittings were available at strategic locations. Fire extin-
guishers were provided on mobile equipment, and at stationary
electric equipment. The electric face equipment was equipped
with dry chemical fire suppression systems or used fire resistant
hydraulic fluid. A portable-type rock dusting machine was available
underground. An automatic, deluge-type water spray system was in-
stalled at each belt drive. According to the mine records, fire
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According to Charles Cooley, Belt Maintenance Man, White tried for
about an hour to contact 003 section by telephone. but could not.
White then called Joe Ray Layman, Belt Maintenance Man, at 003
Section beltdrive and told Joe to contact Jackie Tate, Section
Foreman, and tell him to get the telephone line fixed. White
further told Layman that he would be in after a while because they
would be shooting a ventilation hole through into the gob from 003
section. Not long after this conversation, Jackie Tate called out-
side and talked to White and Jimmy Rogers, Assistant Superintendent.
J. Tate told White and Rogers they had cut through with the cutting
machine and he had detected five percent methane. He further
explained he did not know how much gas was in the gob into which
they had cut. After this was reported, Rogers told Tate to use
a low flame on his safety lamp, recheck the place for methane
and call this information outside. About twenty minutes later,
Jackie Tate called back and stated there was no black damp but
there was methane because when he checked the face the flame in
the safety lamp came to a peak like a christmas tree. At this
point, Rogers told J. Tate to hold everything and ventilate, and
said that he and White were coming in the mine to 003 section.
Rayburn Tate, Electrician Repairman, Robert Roddy, Belt Maintenance
Man. and Charles W. Cooley, overheard Jackie Tate telephone the
mine office and discuss 003 section conditions with White and Rogers.
Rayburn Tate, Roddy and Cooley were at telephones in 007 section,
at No.4 beltdrive and at the No.2 beltdrive, respectively, when
they overheard the conversation between Tate and Rogers.

About 10:10 a.m., the mantrip carrying White and Rogers reportedly
passed the No.4 beltdrive on its way to the end of the track in
003 section. While White and Rogers were enroute to 003 section,
Buddy Gene Layne, another Assistant Superintendent, called 003
section bel tdrive and asked Layman to stop Rogers and have him call
outside because Layne wanted some information about a spad which
was 120 feet from the 003 section bel tdrive. When Rogers arrived
at the 003 section beltdrive at about 10:45 a.m., he called Layne
and stated he would get the spad information when he returned from
003 section. The last account of White and Rogers was when Stanley
Scissom, Section Supervisor, traded battery-powered covered mantrip
vehicles (rail runner) with them on 003 section track about 12
crosscuts inby the 003 section bel tdrive.

Between 8 a. m. and 8: 30 a. m., Ray Brown, a Company Belt Inspector,
arrived at the end of 003 section track. Before going into the
003 section belt entry, he stopped 3 to 4 minutes and helped the
scoop operator who was loading supplies. After supplies were loaded,
he observed the scoop operator traveling toward the face of the
003 section. At this time Brown left the track entry and traveled
in the 003 section belt entry, aligning the belt and making repairs.
According to Brown, he made three trips up and down the belt during
the morning, and on his last trip to the section dumping point
he asked Lee Grimes, Shuttle Car operator (victim) to help repair
the belt to prevent coal from being spilled. Once the repair was
made, Grimes told Brown they were getting ready to shoot in the
face area. As near as Brown remembered he heard the report of
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the shots 30 to 40 minutes before the explosion while traveling
to the 003 section belt drive. He arrived at the 003 section
belt drive about 11:55 a.m.

About 12: 00 noon on December 8, 1981, an explosion occurred in
the 003 section. Evidence that there had been an explosion was
witnessed by Layman, Brown and James Meeks, who were working at
the bel tdrive and were preparing to eat lunch at this location
when they felt a blast of hot air followed by high concentrations
of airborne dust. They reported that airborne dust was in such
high concentrations that they could not see for 3 to 4 minutes
until the dust either settled or ventilation in the area carried
the dust away. Robert Roddy and Charles Cooley stated that all
electric power to the belt conveyors went off at about the same
time as the explosion.

After observing evidence of the explosion, Layman began making
telephone contacts to various locations in the mine and to the mine
office. He first tried to contact the 003 section face crew but
received no response. While Layman was on the telephone to 003
section. Jerry Fultz, section Foreman on 007 section, tried to
call about the power being off. At this time, Layman told Fultz
there was a lot of dust at 003 section beltdrive. Next, Louis
Nunley, Belt Maintenance Man at 6 right beltdrive, called on the
telephone and stated there was a lot of dust coming down the belt-
line. Fultz then called outside to Ladue Bouldin, Electrician
Foreman, saying there might have been an explosion in 003 section.
Bouldin told Fultz to go check 003 section. Next, Layman contacted
Jimmy Frizzell, Slate Picker, on the surface and told Frizzell
to have Bouldin disconnect all electrical power going into the
mine. Bouldin disconnected the underground mine power. While
this was taking place, Charles Morrison, utility Man on 008
section, called Bouldin telling him to get the men out of the mine.
Bouldin then ordered the men to leave the mine. Most of the miners
began to leave either by riding a mantrip or walking.

Recovery

Ful tz told his crew, except Jack Foshee, section Electrician on
007 section, to leave the mine. In transit to 003 section, Fultz
and Foshee stopped at 003 section beltdrive, where Fultz called
Bouldin at the mine office and told him to Call James Saynes,
General Superintendent. While Fultz and Foshee were traveling
from 007 to 003 section on a battery-powered personnel carrier
(3-wheeler), Scissom, picked up Brown and Mark Bivens, utility
Man, at the 003 section beltdrive and proceeded to the end of
the 003 section track. Layman also traveled from the bel tdrive to
the end of the track in 003 section. After the six men arrived
at the end of the track, Fultz took the telephone he had brought
from 007 section and hooked it to the telephone line. The receiver
on the telephone that was at the end of the 003 track was missing.
According to Fultz, Scissom and Brown explored about 11 crosscuts
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According to testimony of Don E. Bivens, 3 p.m. - 11 p.m. Section
Foreman, 003 section, test boreholes were drilled into the abandoned
area at 8:15 p.m., Monday, December 7. 1981, at the face of No.3
entry (Appendix F, Photograph NO.4). The air was flowing from the
abandoned area into the active working area. Tests were made using
a methane detector and 5.2 percent methane was detected. The hole
was plugged. The results of the tests were reported to Dan Basham,
Second Shi ft General Mine Foreman. The onshi ft record book of
December 7, 1981, shows this entry. On Monday night, prior to
Leonard Sutherland entering the mine, Basham instructed Sutherland,
preshift Examiner for the day shift, to remove the plug installed
by Bivens and to let the effluent from the gob bleed into the return.
James R. Lyle, Electrician, accompanied Sutherland on an examination
of the faces in the 003 section and Lyle detected 3.3 percent methane.
Sutherland had all the equipment, except the shuttle cars, moved to
the intake side of the working section and the working section was
rerockdusted. On completion of the rock dusting, Sutherland painted
the word "stop" on the faces where test boreholes penetrated the
gob in Nos. 2 and 3 faces and removed the plug from the test boreholes
in No. 3 face as instructed by Basham. Lyle informed Roy White,
General Mine Foreman, on completion of his shift, that he had detected
3.3 percent methane in the 003 section.

The weather on December 8, 1981, was cold and cloudy. The baro-
metric pressures for the period of time from December 6 to 10, 1981,
recorded at the U. S. Department of Commerce, National Weather
Service in Chattanooga, Tennessee, which is approximately 30 air
miles from the No. 21 Mine, are as fol lows:

Date Time Barometric Pressure
December 6 12 Noon 29.5
December 7 12 Noon 29.4
December 8 12 Noon 29.42
December 9 12 Noon 29.3

MSHA investigators believe the slight change in the atmospheric
pressure did not contribute to the explosion.

Explosion

Prior to entering the mine at 7 a.m. (CST) on December 8, 1981,
Jimmy Holtzclaw, 008 Section Foreman, overheard Leonard Sutherland
report to Roy White that there was 5 percent methane in the 003
section. The eleven man production crew assigned to 003 section
entered the No. 21 Mine about 7 a. m. on December 8, 1981. They
traveled in the track entry of the mains, through 6 right and then
to the end of the track in 003 section. Al though it was normal for
003 section miners to ride the scoop from the end of the track to
the working place, it could not be determined during the investigation
how this crew traveled to the working places from the end of the
track on the day of the accident.
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drills were conducted every six weeks in each coal producing section.

Escapeways

At least two separate and distinct travelable passageways, which
were maintained to insure passage at all times of any persons
including disabled persons, and which were designated as escapeways
were provided. One of the escapeways was ventilated with intake
air. The entries used as intake and return aircourses were required
to be separated from the belt conveyor entries and air from the
bel t haulage entries was not used to ventilate the active working
places. A section map showing escapeways was maintained with the
section first-aid equipment.

Training program - Medical Assistance program

Management had submitted and received approval for a training program
as required in Part 48, Title 30, Code of Federal Regulations.
According to mine records, the miners received the required training.
The operator had an approved plan for evacuation and firefighting.
Arrangements had been made for 24-hour ambulance and medical services.

Illumination and Smoking

permissible-type electric cap lamps were used for portable illumina-
tion in the mine. The operator submitted a plan, which was approved
May 5, 1970, to prevent smoking articles from being taken into the
mine. Searches were to be made weekly. However, the last search
prior to December 8, 1981, as recorded in the book maintained
for that purpose, was October 12, 1981.

MINE EXPLOSION AND RECOVERY OPERATIONS

Mining Condition prior to the Explosion

The 003 section had been developed off 6 right toward the abandoned
pillared area of 2 left and 3 left off 5 right. The immediate
area to be intersected had not been pillared. Management had planned
to intersect the abandoned area to provide a bleeder system for
the 003 section. Blocks of coal were left around the perimeter
of the 1 right through 5 right panels to serve as bleeders when the
panels were second mined. The bleeder entries became unsafe for
travel and the areas were not sealed. Because of the system of
developing and retreating the panels, evaluation points had not
been established at locations that would allow management to
determine if the gob areas were being ventilated. Management did
not know if mining 003 section into 2 left off 5 right gob would
provide an effective bleeder for 003 section. Test boreholes drilled
into the area from 003 section indicated it would not.
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inby the end of the track toward the faces but returned because a
stopping had been blown out. Scissom and Brown reported there was
no air and visibility was poor because of so much airborne dust.
Fultz called this finding outside to Saynes and Saynes told them to
stay at the end of the track until the rescue team arrived.

Members of the Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company's two rescue
teams were contacted at various company mines or at their residences
and were told to report to Hollis Rogers, Safety Director at the
No. 21 Mine. James Saynes, Hollis Rogers, Ron Calhoun, Vice president,
Max Condra, MSHA Supervisor, and MSHA Inspectors Johnny MCDaniel,
Billy C. Layne, Tommy Frizzell and Clyde Layne arrived at the
mine office between 12:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. As members of the
two rescue teams assembled at the No. 21 Mine, team equipment was
being prepared for use. Rogers briefed the teams concerning the
apparent explosion, the 13 men in 003 section face area, and the
other miners and foreman who were at the end of the 003 section
track. Prior to anyone's entering the mine, a check-in and check-out
system was established. Also, Jimmy Holtzclaw made an examination
at the main surface fan and found no smoke or methane and only a
trace of carbon monoxide i~ the exhaust air leaving the mine.

The following personnel were assigned to either the rescue teams
or to provide underground support to the recovery effort:

Company Personnel and Mine Rescue Teams

Don Bivens
Jack Foshee
Jerry Fultz
Jimmy Hol tcamp
Chris Johnson
Jimmy Johnson
H. Jones

Joe Ray Layman
Dwight Morrison
Hollis Rogers
Stanley Scissom
Ikey Slatton
Greg Worley

Team No.1 Team No.2

Albert Mears, Team Captain
Richard Gholston
Michael Holland
Jimmy Holtzclaw
Henry Melton

J. T. Shadrick, Team Captain
Jim Daux
Ray Frizzell
Leslie Green
John Lawson

Tennessee Division of Mines

otto Scarborough, Field Representative

Mine Safety and Health Administration

Max Condra
Tommy Frizzell
Billy C. Layne
Johnny McDaniel
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Rescue Team No. 1 entered the mine about 2: 20 p.m. and was followed
by support personnel and members of Rescue Team No.2. Upon arrival
at the end of 003 section track, Dwight Morrison stayed at the
telephone and maintained contact with the fresh air base and mine
office during most of the recovery operation. After the teams
and support personnel arrived, Joe Layman and Ray Brown each took
a mantrip to the surface and returned with supplies for the recovery
operation.

As the No. 1 Team advanced inby the end of the track in No. 2
entry to establish a fresh air base, tests were made for methane
and carbon monoxide. Upon reaching the seventh crosscut inby the
end of the track, a smoldering seat cushion was found in the No.2
entry and it was extinguished. Upon reaching the eleventh crosscut
inby the end of the 003 section track, a fresh air base was established
in the crosscut between Nos. 2 and 3 entries. At this location, the
permanent stopping separating the intake (NO. 2 track entry) and belt
entry had been destroyed by the explosion. A few feet outby this
crosscut, in the No. 2 entry, Johnny McDaniel took an air measurement
which showed a quantity of about 8,500 feet of air per minute passing
this point. Tests were made at the fresh air base and no methane or
carbon monoxide was found.

When the fresh air base was established, the No. 1 Team under oxygen
advanced toward the 003 section faces. Although some smoke was
present, no fire was found. As the team advanced to each crosscut
inby the fresh air base, tests for methane and carbon monoxide
were made. The exploratory work continued until the team advanced
to a location between the first and second crosscuts outby the
face in No. 2 entry. From this location outby toward the end
of the track, the team had explored both No. 1 and 2 entries and
had located thirteen bodies. The exploratory work was interrupted
at this time when the whistle sounded on a team member's oxygen
breathing apparatus. The team retreated to the fresh air base.

Meanwhile, John Weekly, Birmingham MSHA Subdistrict Manager, and
Jerry Early, MSHA Ventilation Specialist,~ad arrived at the mine
at about 5:00 p.m. Clyde Layne, MSHA Inspector, had been making
methane and carbon monoxide tests at the surface fan at 15 minute
intervals. Weekly gave instructions to make these examinations
at 5 to 10 minute intervals. Weekly and company officials were
in contact with the fresh air base as the recovery operations were
in progress.

Upon their return to the fresh air base, the No. 1 Team was debriefed
and the No. 2 Team got ready to advance to the faces about 6: 30 p.m.
Albert Mears, No.1 Team Captain, requested and was permitted to
be the Captain of Team No.2. This was allowed because he was
familiar with the explored areas and it was felt the recovery
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would progress more expeditiously. J .T. Shadrick, who was normally
No. 2 Team captain, went with Team No. 2 as Mears' back-up and No. 1
man on the No. 2 Team. Because the right side of the 003 section and
faces had not been explored. the No. 2 Team advanced through these
areas. Upon reaching the face of No. 2 entry, it was noted that
the face had been holed into the 5 right gob area. The hole was
about 4 feet high by 7 feet wide with the loading machine at the
opening, (Appendix F, Photograph NO.3). About hal f of this cut had
been loaded out. Measurements made with three methane detectors
showed that 2.8 percent methane was flowing from the gob area into
the 003 section through the hole. The team detected 1.2 percent
methane in the face of the adjacent No. 3 entry. Also, it was
noted that several holes had been drilled from the face to the
gob in this entry. The team found about one and one-half rolls of
line brattice behind the coal drill in a crosscut to the right
and two crosscuts outby the face of No. 3 entry. They used this
brattice and erected a barrier behind the loading machine to stop
the flow of air and methane from the gob into the No. 2 entry.
After installing the barrier, Team No. 2 retreated to the fresh
air base.

Hollis Rogers reported to Weekly on the surface that 2.8 percent
methane had been found. Weekly told Rogers that everyone should
leave the mine if the methane increased to 3 percent. At this time,
Rogers and Condra requested permission to close the regulator in
007 section return just outby 003 section belt entry overcast in
6 right. Permission was granted by Weekly and company personnel.
Don Bivens, Dwight Morrison and another unidentified person installed
brattice across the return regulator for 007 section in 6 right.
By closing this return air regulator, it was believed that additional
air would be directed into 003 section.

Next, it was decided to repair and replace the damaged and blown
out stoppings between the No. 2 track entry and No. 3 belt entry
in 003 section. Tommy Frizzell, MSHA Inspector, stayed one crosscut
inby Billy C. Layne, MSHA Inspector, and stanley Scissom, and
made methane and carbon monoxide tests as stoppings were repaired
and replaced by Layne and Scissom. Ikey Slatton advanced a personnel
carrier (3-wheeler) to just outby each crosscut with supplies.
Otto Scarborough, Tennessee Division of Mines, advanced telephone
communication behind the personnel carrier as ventilation repairs
were made. He stopped several crosscuts outby the faces. Condra
advanced with the crew to the faces.

After ventilation controls had been reestablished. recovery of
the bodies was begun. There was no evidence that any of the victims
had attempted to use a self-rescuer. Before each body was moved,
the lamp number and a diagram of each victim's position was noted
on the roof directly over the body. Each body was wrapped in
plastic brattice cloth and placed in a rubber-tired mine car for removal
from the section. Condra granted rescue workers permission to
move the standard-drive shuttle car about twenty feet from where it
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was parked in a crosscut to the right rib of No. 2 entry to facili-
tate the removal of bodies. The shuttle car was moved by a
battery-powered tractor that was brought on the section. Also, the
three wheel personnel carrier was moved about five feet into the
crosscut from No. 2 entry. After the first group of bodies was
loaded, Jack Foshee transported the victims to the end of the track.
Between trips, MCDaniel and Shadrick went to the faces of No.1, 2,
and 3 entries and on the right side of the section where the roof
bolting machine was parked and collected bottle samples. After the
tractor returned a second time and the remaining bodies were loaded,
they were removed from the 003 section to the end of the track and
placed on cars with the other victims and transported to the surface.
The rescue teams, recovery support personnel and bodies arrived on
the surface about 11:45 p.m. on December 8, 1981.

ACTIVITIES OF MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Personnel

About 1:25 p.m., Tuesday, Dec~ber 8, 1981, Tommy D. Frizzell, at
MSHA's Jasper, Tennessee, field office received a telephone call
from a company official of Grundy Mining Company incorporated,
informing him that 12 men were trapped inside the company's No. 21
Mine. Johnny MCDaniel, who was in the office when the call was
received, notified Max Condra, who was on leave at the time. The
Subdistrict Office in Birmingham, Alabama, was notified by Frizzell
and shortly thereafter John Weekly, Subdistrict Manager notified
Jerry Spicer, District Manager at the District 7 office at Barbourville,
Kentucky. Spicer notified Joseph A. Lamonica, Administrator for
Coal Mine Safety and Health at Arlington, virginia. The Mine
Emergency Operations Group was notified of the occurrence by the
Arlington office. In the meantime, Frizzell and McDaniel traveled
to the mine, picking up Condra enroute. They arrived at the mine
about 2:20 p.m. Billy C. Layne and Clyde J. Layne, arrived about
the same time. Condra, Frizzell, McDaniel and Billy C. Layne entered
the mine with the rescue teams, arriving at the end of the track
in 003 section about 3: 30 p.m. Clyde Layne remained on the surface
and monitored the fan. John Weekly and Jerry Early arrived at the
mine via helicopter about 5:00 p.m. Donald W. Huntley, District
Manager, District 2, pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was instructed by
the Administrator to proceed to the No. 21 Mine to assist in the
recovery operations. Huntley and J.D. Breedon, Subdistrict Manager,
Monroeville, pennsylvania, arrived at the mine about 10:15 p.m.
They remained until the mine was recovered and reventilated on
December 17, 1981. other MSHA inspection personnel arrived at various
times thereafter and participated in the recovery operations. The
four MSHA inspection personnel who accompanied the mine rescue
teams underground, assisted erecting temporary stoppings after
the mine rescue teams had explored the explosion area and determined
there was no fire. MSHA personnel marked the locations where the
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victims were lying and assisted in wrapping them in plastic brattice
cloth and removing the bodies to the surface. They arrived on the
surface with the bodies of the 13 victims about 11:45 p.m. MSHA
special investigators were at the Hooper Funeral Home in Whitwell,
Tennessee when the bodies arrived and inventoried items removed
from the clothing of each victim.

The Mine Emergency Operations mobile unit, which was in operation
at a mine in Grundy, Virginia, was alerted about 4:00 p.m., Tuesday,
December 8, 1981, and arrived at the mine about 8:15 p.m., Thursday,
December 10, 1981. The unit remained at the site, analyzing samples,
until the mine was fully recovered on December 17, 1981.

103(k) Order

Because an explosion had occurred in the active workings in the No.
21 Mine, on December 8, 1981, Johnny MCDaniel, Coal Mine Inspector,
issued a 103(k) Order on the entire mine. On December 9, 1981,
this order was modified to include the adjacent Nos. 24, 25, 27
and 30 Mines interconnected. with the NO. 21 Mine. Once the No. 21
Mine was examined, reventilated and found safe for travel, the
103(k) Order was modified, allowing Mines No. 24, 25, 27 and 30
to continue normal operation. The 103 (k) Order was terminated on
January 7, 1982, after recovery operations and the underground
investigation were completed (Appendix G).

ACTIVITIES BETWEEN THE RECOVERY AND INVESTIGATION

During the 11:00 p.m. - 7:00.a.m. shift on December 9, 1981, Don
Mize, MSHA Coal Mine inspection Supervisor, made methane and carbon
monoxide tests and collected a bottle sample at the holed-through
area where the 003 section, No. 2 entry, intersected the gob. Mize
reported finding methane in excess of 5 percent and traces of carbon
monoxide. Huntley and Weekly decided to withdraw the company
preshift examiners, accompanied by MSHA personnel, from the mine
until the bottle sample was analyzed. The company made arrangements
to have the sample flown to the MSHA's laboratory in pittsburgh,
pennsylvania. The sample collected by Mize and other samples
that had been collected at the mine December 8 and 9, 1981, were
analyzed. These carbon monoxide readings were not consistent.

The intersected area could not be examined and the extent of danger-
ous gases in the gob were not known. Because of the carbon monoxide
readings and what appeared to be slight changes on the fan recording
chart (from 12 noon to 4:00 p.m. on December 9, 1981), Weekly held
a meeting with company and state officials. The meeting was held
December 10, 1981, and the company, State and MSHA agreed to drill
two boreholes from the surface into the mine. One borehole would
be drilled to penetrate the gob inby the holed-through area from
003 section to provide a point for monitoring the mine atmosphere.
This borehole (Hole A) was drilled first because the surface area
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was more accessible. The second borehole to be drilled would pene-
trate into the 003 section face area. Borehole "A" was started
about 7:45 p.m. on December 10, 1981. Before borehole "A" penetrated
the coalbed, Weekly and Calhoun decided to begin exploratory work
from the portal to 6 right. The first advance was from the portal
to 3 right, then to 5 right and finally to 6 right. Two members of
the exploratory team (one MSHA and one company person) crawled the
track entry (intake air) while a similar team crawled the main returns.
As each leg of the exploratory work was advanced, telephone communica-
tions were established and maintained to the mine office. Also, five
members of the rescue team followed behind the 4-member exploratory
group and made additional tests for methane and carbon monoxide. All
tests indicated good air and no harmful quantities of methane or
carbon monoxide.

About 10:20 a.m. on December 11, 1981, borehole "A" penetrated the
coalbed in the gob area inby 003 section. Sampling of the mine
air was started as soon as a hose was inserted through the borehole
and an evacuation pump was installed. Sampling was done on two-hour
intervals. Because of favorable sample results from borehole "A"
and the difficult surface terrain (cliff) at the location where
borehole "B" was to be drilled, it was decided by Calhoun and
Weekly that this borehole would not be drilled. At this time,
it was dec ided to continue the exploratory work from 6 right to
the end of 003 section track and adjacent entries to this depth.
The 6 right, 007 and 003 sections were recovered December 11, 1981.
From December 11 thru 14, 1981, samples were collected in a return
aircourse entry opposite the track in 003 section. prior to the
underground investigation starting on December 15, 1981, the company
preshift examiners, each accompanied by an MSHA Coal Mine Inspector,
made a preshift examination before the investigation team entered
the mine.

INVESTIGATION

investigation Committee

The investigation into the cause of the explosion was conducted
December 15 thru 19, 1981, and January 5 thru 9, 1982.

List of officials present during the investigation:

Grundy Mining Company, Incorporated

Officials and Employees

Ronald E. Calhoun
Ed presley
Hollis Rogers
Buddy G. Layne
Jewell Shadrick
Joe Ray Layman

Executive Vice President
Chief Engineer
Safety Director
Assistant Superintendent
Assistant Maintenance Superintendent
Miner Representative
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Tennessee Division of Mines

Woody Ducan
otto Scarborough
Wayne Farmer

Director
Field Representative
Field Representative

Mine Safety and Health Administration

William A. Holgate
Paul J. Componation
Harry J. Carter
George M. Fesak
Page H. Jackson
Edward M. Kawenski

Mine Safety and Health Specialist
Mine Safety and Health Specialist
Mine Safety and Health Specialist
Electrical Engineer
Office of the Solicitor
Supervisory Mining Engineer

Inspectors from the MSHA Birmingham Subdistrict Office and a Special
investigator from the MSHA District 6 Subdistrict Office at paintsville,
Kentucky, assisted the accident investigators in collecting notes,
plotting data and taking dust samples.

Interviews

As part of the investigation into the cause of the explosion,
MSHA conducted interviews with numerous company officials and
employees from December 15-18, 1981, and on January 6, 1982.

underground Investigation

MSHA's investigating team arrived at the mine site at 8:10 a.m.,
Thursday, December 10, 1981. An investigation could not be started
untii the explosion area was recovered and ventilated. The investi-
gating team assisted with the mine recovery and formulated a plan
and made necessary arrangements for the investigation.

A meeting was held Saturday afternoon, December 12, 1981, at the
company office. Company officials, State, and MSHA personnel
assigned to participate in the investigation attended. Plans for
conducting the investigation were finalized and agreed to by all
parties.
The plan stipulated that a preshift examination of the entire mine
be made prior to entrance of anyone else to the underground areas of
the mine. The examination would be made by a certified company
official accompanied by an MSHA inspector. The first team to
enter the explosion area for investigative purposes would be the
mapping team. The team would consist of MSHA representatives,
a company representative and a representative of the miners. Two
MSHA Inspectors would assist with note keeping, measuring and
plotting data on a map. A similar team of electrical personnel
would follow making necessary electrical checks and tests. The
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dust team would follow collecting dust samples. A Special investigator
was to accompany the mapping team to take photographs, identify,
and gather evidence.

During the investigation, the Mine Emergency operations mobile
testing unit would analyze samples collected from the mine fan,
the borehole drilled into the gob area and any other samples
collected during the investigation. Communications would be main-
tained with an MSHA representative on the surface.

At approximately 9:18 a.m., Tuesday, December 15,1981, the team
assigned to measure and plot all pertinent data entered the mine
via battery-powered track-haulage personnel carriers. They arrived
at the end of the track in the 003 section about 9:45 a.m. The
track ended approximately 1,200 feet outby the faces. Team members
made the necessary tests to assure the area was safe as they crawled
toward the faces. The location of the victims, the effects of
flames and forces, the location of all equipment and any other
information necessary to conduct a thorough investigation were
plotted accurately on the ma~ and a complete description was
provided in notes. A team of electrical personnel followed check-
ing the position of all switches, and examining and testing all
electric equipment and circuits. A Special investigator took
photographs and identified items that could be used as evidence
in determining the cause of the explosion. The material collected
was removed to a repository on the surface. The repository was
fitted with two locks; an MSHA Special investigator had the keys
to one lock and company personnel had the keys to the second lock.
A dust collecting team collected dust samples.

The extent of the flame and forces, as near as could be determined
from a visual observation, was plotted by the Supervisory Mining
Engineer. The dust samples were also analyzed for presence of coke
and material affected by the flame was analyzed for extent of heat.
The extent of the flame and forces is shown on the map (Appendix D-l).
The locations and analyses of dust samples collected during the
investigation are in Appendix E.

DISCUSSION OF OBSERVATIONS

Ventilation
The 003 section was developed approximately 3,800 feet using a
block system of mining. Intake air was coursed into the area through
the Nos. 1 and 2 entries. The haulage track was in the No. 2 entry.
There were no trol ley wires used in the mine. The belt conveyor
was installed in the NO. 3 entry and according to the ventilation
plan, last approved October 1, 1981, was to be separated from the
intake and return aircourses using permanent stoppings. The belt
conveyor was to be ventilated by a separate split of air regulated
to the return near the belt conveyor tailpiece. The No. 4 entry
was the return aircourse. Additional intake and return aircourses
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were developed at various locations along the intake and return
aircourses. During the investigation it was observed that a
connecting entry between the return entries of the parallel 007
section and the intake entries of the 003 section had not been
closed. It was impossible to determine the effects of the open
connecting entry on the ventilation of the 003 and 007 sections
because of damage to permanent stoppings and the uncertainty of
the ventilation on 007 section at the time of the explosion. The
003 and 007 regulators were adjusted to their position prior to
the explosion. but the results were inconclusive. Permanent stop-
pings between the belt conveyor entry and the section return
aircourse had not been constructed in four crosscuts just outby
the tailpiece. Also, it could not be determined whether the cross-
cut between the belt conveyor entry and the intake aircourse was
closed just outby the tailpiece, due to a large roof fall in the
area.
There was a plastic check in the crosscut between the Nos. 2 and 3
entries just inby the tailpiece. Plastic checks had been installed
in the first, second, and fourth crosscuts between Nos. 2 and 3
entries inby the tailpiece; the third crosscut through which
shuttle cars passed on their way to the tailpiece was open. Due
to irregular coalbed conditions, the No.4 entry was not developed
inby the belt conveyor tailpiece. The No. 3 entry served as the
section return aircourse from just inby the tailpiece. The ventila-
tion was short-circuited from reaching the active working faces
of the 003 section. The was no indication of a plastic check
curtain having been installed in the crosscut through which the
shuttle cars traveled. A piece of plastic brattice was observed
lying on the floor of No.3 entry opposite the open crosscut. The
plastic brattice showed indications of having been subject to
heat but was not melted. Other plastic curtains that had been
hanging in the vicinity were melted by the heat. If the plastic
check had been up at the time of the explosion, it too would have
been melted. Furthermore, careful observation of the roof and
ribs disclosed no evidence that a check curtain was in place at
the time of the explosion.

section 75.302-1(a) requires that line brattice be installed to
within 10 feet of the point of deepest penetration where coal is
being cut, loaded or mined. This line brattice installation require-
ment includes areas where coal is drilled for blasting by mobile
coal drills. The line brattice was approximately 70 feet outby
the face where the coal drill was located at the face.

Bleeders in the No. 21 Mine were developed by leaving blocks of
coal around the perimeter of areas to be second mined. Such blocks
were left around the 1 right through 5 right pillared areas.
These areas are on the return aircourse of the main entries and
just inby the exhaust fan. The effluent from this gob area was
flowing into the 003 section indicating the bleeders were not
effective. The perimeter entry left to serve as a bleeder around
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the area could not be traveled nor effectively evaluated. It could
not be determined if the bleeder was ineffective due to water, falls
of roof, bottom heaving or a combination of all. Because of the
bleeder design, evaluation points to determine effectiveness of
the bleeder system were not available. During the recovery, MSHA
personnel determined to the extent possible that only the fringe of
the gob along the main return aircourse was being ventilated.

During the investigation it was observed that the tops of the
overcasts at the mouth of 003 section were constructed of sheets
of metal laid across rails. The metal had been moved leaving an
opening in the overcast over the track haulage entry. Reportedly
this occurs when supplies are loaded too high on supply cars and
contact the top of the overcast. Some entries, crosscuts and dead
end places had been gobbed with rock. The belt conveyor haulage
system in the mine was not adaptable to hauling both coal and rock
from the mine and rock was stored underground. This made some
areas untravelable and difficult to examine.

The mine works two production shifts and one maintenance shift a
day. The Pre shift Examiner's book did not indicate a pre shift
examination was made on December 7, 1981, for the 11 p.m. - 7 a.m.
maintenance shift. Reportedly, as maintenance men enter the mine
and start working, an examination is made during the shift by a
certified person.

Methane

The analysis of an air sample collected in the main return, just
inby the fan during the last regular inspection indicated the mine
was liberating 17,000 cubic feet of methane in 24 hours. The 003
section was liberatin~ a small amount of methane. About 8:15 p.m.,
Monday, December 7, 1981, a test borehole was drilled in the No.3
entry face into the abandoned gob and 5.2 percent methane was
measured in effluent flowing from the gob into the active working
place. The Preshift Examiner for the day shift, informed the Mine
Foreman that he had detected methane in the 003 section. The Onshift
(3 p.m. - 11 p.m.) Examiner's book dated December 7, 1981, indicated
the onshift Examiner had detected 5.2 percent of methane in the 003
section. An employee stated that he had detected 1 percent methane
in the 003 section about 6 months prior to the explosion. During
the recovery operation, the mine rescue team detected 2.8 percent
methane near the face of the entry that holed into the gob area.

Coal Dust

During the investigation, band dust samples were collected by MSHA
personnel in 6 right, 007 and 003 sections. samples were collected
approximately 180 feet apart except in the explosion area in 003
section where samples were collected at 60-foot intervals. The samples
were analyzed for incombustible and coke content. A total of 265
samples was collected. In the 6 right section, 27 of 48, or 56 percent
of the samples collected in the intake aircourses were substandard;
11 of 12, or 92 percent of the samples collected in the return
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aircourses were substandard. In 007 section, 27 of 48, or 56
percent of the samples collected in the intake aircourses were
substandard; all, or 100 percent of the 10 samples collected in the
return aircourses were substandard. In the 003 section, the analysis
of dust samples collected indicated areas to approximately 1,800 feet
outby the faces were affected by the explosion. Analysis of dust
samples collected in the intake and return aircourses outby the area
affected by the explosion indicated 34 of 57, or 60 percent were
substandard; all 22 samples collected in the return aircourses
outby the affected area were substandard. The 003 working section
had been rerockdusted on the 11 p.m. - 7 a.m. shift, Tuesday.
December 8, 1981. Although, some coal dust participated in the
explosion along the belt entry where 9 stoppings were blown out, it
is believed the rock dust prevented coal dust from significant parti-
cipation in the explosion.

Electricity
The investigation revealed that the following electric equipment
and cables were present inby the No. 44 crosscut of the 003 section
at the time of the explosion:

(1) Approximately 1,200 feet of high-voltage cable
supplying 4, 160-vol t, 3-phase power to the section
power center.

(2) One high-voltage splice box installed in the high-
vol tage cable.

(3) One portable power center supplying 480-vol t,
3-phase power and 300-volt, direct-current power
to the electric equipment in the 003 section.

(4) One cutting machine with approximately 500 feet
of trailing cable.

(5) One belt feeder-breaker with approximately 400
feet of trailing cable.

(6) One face drill with approximately 400 feet of
trailing cable.

(7) One loading machine with approximately 500 feet of
trailing cable.

(8) One roof-bolting machine with approximately 400 feet
of trailing cable.

(9) One standard-drive shuttle car with approximately
500 feet of trailing cable.

(10) One off-standard-drive shuttle car with approximately
500 feet of trailing cable.
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(11) One electric welding machine with associated supply
and welding cables.

(12) One battery charger with associated supply and
charging cables.

(13) One battery-powered scoop.

(14) One battery-powere personnel carrier.
(15) One 2-pole, 30-ampere, disconnect switch used as

a remote start/stop switch for the 003 section
bel t conveyor. The switch was connected into the
remote control circuit for the belt conveyor
controller by means of a control cable installed
in the belt entry.

(16) Approximately 840 feet of heat detection cable
installed along the 003 section belt conveyor and
connected into the mine belt conveyor fire
detection system.

(17) One battery-powered mine telephone.

(18) Thirteen electric cap lamps.

(19) One methane detector.

The location of each unit of electric equipment listed above, with
the exception of the electric cap lamps and methane detector, is
shown on the map of the 003 section in Appendix B-2.

smoking

smoking materials and a cigarette lighter were observed in under-
ground areas of the No. 21 Mine during the investigation. One
lunch bucket found on the roof bolting machine in 003 section
contained two packages of cigarettes, one opened and one not opened.
Another package of cigarettes (not opened) was observed in a lunch
bucket investigators found on the three-wheel personnel carrier in
a crosscut between Nos. 2 and 3 entries of 003 section. A cigarette
lighter was observed in the No. 1 entry of 003 section just inby
No. 62 crosscut during the recovery operations on 003 section.
This observation was made by an MSHA inspector and was witnessed
by an MSHA supervisor and two company officials on December 8, 1981,
during the recovery operation. Also, an MSHA inspector found a
full package of cigarettes and an empty cigarette package in a lunch
bucket that was on a battery-powered tractor in the 007 section
of the No. 21 Mine. This observation was made on December 12,
1981, as mine recovery operations were in progress. Also, pos-
sessions of four victims (one management official and three miners)
that were inventoried at the funeral home included five cigarette
butts, eight cigarettes and two lighters. During interviews,
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miners stated that smoking was observed underground in the No. 21
Mine.

Flame Safety Lamps

During the investigation, two flame safety lamps were observed
in the explosion area about 80 and 125 feet, respectively, from
the face of No. 2 entry of 003 section. An examination of these
lamps revealed the expansion ring on one lamp was damaged.

EVALUATION

ventilation and Gases

The bleeder system for the 5 right abandoned area was ineffective,
permitting methane to accumulate in the abandoned area. Because
intake air to the faces was ~hort circuited as a result of a
missing plastic check curtain between Nos. 2 and 3 entries in
the third crosscut inby the tailpiece, methane migrated from the
abandoned area into the 003 section and was not diluted, rendered
harmless and carried away.

Rock Dust and Coal Dust

Although the medium volatile Sewanee coal dust is explosive, it
is concluded that litte coal dust participated in the explosion.
The 11 p.m. - 7 a.m. shift of December 8, 1981, had rerockdusted
the 003 working section just prior to when the explosion occurred.
Further observations in the explosion area during the investigation
showed only minor damage had resulted along the belt entry and
areas inby the belt conveyor tailpiece. Some coal dust participated
along the belt conveyor entry where nine stoppings were blown out
and approximately 250 feet of the belt conveyor was dislodged
from the top rollers.

Electricity
MSHA electrical personnel thoroughly tested or examined all electric
equipment and cables located in areas of the mine in which evidence
of heat or flame was found or which suppl ied power to electric
equipment in these areas to determine if the source of the ignition
was of electrical origin. The electrical tests or examinations
revealed no evidence to indicate that the electric cables or equip-
ment provided the ignition source for the explosion. A description
and analysis of the tests and examinations conducted by MSHA
electrical personnel is contained in Appendix C-2. Also, the
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resul ts of tests (listed in Appendix C-3 )l/ conducted on the 13 cap
lamps, the methane detector and the mine telephone in 003 section,
indicate that this equipment was not the source of ignition.

Flame Safety Lamps

Under certain conditions, attempts to relight a flame safety lamp in
an explosive methane/air mixture may initiate an explosion. An
ignition is likely to occur when parts of the lamp are damaged,
such ps the gaskets or gauzes. When laboratory tests of the two
lamps from the 003 section were made in explosive methane/air
mixtures, methane was ignited wi thin the lamp in each instance, but
did not propagate through the gauzes to ignite methane outside the
lamp. Each lamp was tested six times (see Appendix D-3).

Forces

It was the consensus of the MSHA investigators that the accident
was primarily a methane explosion with very little force associated
wi th the occurrence. The only evidence of force inby the belt
conveyor tailpiece was a lid off the section power center blown
outby. It is concluded that some dust along the belt conveyor
entry entered into the explosion generating sufficient force to
dislodge the top belt from the rollers for approximately 250 feet,
and to blowout 9 stoppings. The stoppings were constructed of
concrete blocks, stacked dry and plastered. very little force is
required to dislodge stoppings constructed in this manner. (See
report Appendix D-2; see map Appendix B-2. )

Flame

In the explosion, much of the 003 section's affected area was
engul fed in flame or subjected to heat. Evidence of flame in the
form of coke, melted plastic brattice material, charred cable
insulation and burned material was observed from the faces outby
for a distance of approximately 1,100 feet (see Appendix D-l).
In some areas there were indications of heat near the roof of the
entries, yet paper on the floor did not show any indication of
heat or burning. The 13 victims all appeared to be severely burned
on areas of their bodies that were exposed.

~ / A detailed report (Special investigation X-160) of the examinations
and tests on cap lamps, a methane detector and mine telephone (130
pages) can be obtained by contacting the Mine Safety and Health--
Administration's Approval and Certification Center, Industrial Park
Boulevard, RR 1, Box 201 B, Triadelphia, West Virginia 26059.
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Some of the lighter articles of clothing worn by the victims showed
signs of flame. A partially melted miner's hat, a sample of the
plastic brattice material that was used underground and a partially
burned jacket worn by one of the victims were tested at the MSHA
Safety Technology Center at Bruceton, pennsylvania, in an attempt
to determine the extent of heat; Appendix F, Photograph Nos. 5, 6
and 7. The tests were inconclusive because the items melted or
ignited at comparatively low temperatures as compared to the ignition
point of methane, about 1200 degrees fahrenheit (see Appendix D-3).
A rescue team extinguished a burning cushion approximately 1,000
feet outby the faces.

Point of Origin

Observations were made during the investigation which indicated
the conditions that existed minutes before and during the explosion.
The last shuttle car of coal that had been dumped at the 003 section
tailpiece was being discharged from the 003 section bel tdrive onto
the 6 right belt conveyor when the explosion occurred and power
to the section and belt conveyors was deenergized. Calculating
the speed of the 003 section belt and determining the distance
that this coal had traveled, it was determined that the last shuttle
car of coal had been dumped at the tailpiece at least 10 minutes
prior to the explosion. During this 10 minute interval, other
production activity in the face areas had ceased. All mobile
equipment was parked. Both shuttle cars were empty and were
located outby the loading machine. The loading machine had been
backed from the face. the cutting machine was in a crosscut outby
the faces and the roof-bolting machine was parked away from face
areas. The coal drill was parked in the face of the No. 62 crosscut.
The evidence indicates that when the ignition occurred all but one
victim observed the burning atmosphere and immediately began to
leave the area. The operator of the standard-drive shuttle car was
the only victim found facing inby. Twelve of the thirteen victims
had traveled a short distance outby before they were overcome
by asphyxia. Personal effects were located inby the bodies of the
victims.

A careful search and evaluation was made for all potential sources
of ignition to pinpoint the exact cause. Based upon the analysis
of the electrical examinations and tests, the extent and direction
of flames and forces and location of victims, it is concluded that
a miner used a cigarette lighter and ignited the surrounding atmos-
phere in No. 1 entry of 003 section. The bill of a miner's hat
in the No. 1 entry was melted when the ignition occurred, but
he was able to travel a short distance outby before being overcome
by asphyxia. A jacket of one of the victims was burned on the
ins ide.

FINDINGS - SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

The findings of this part are derived from the following sources:
conditions observed in the mine by MSHA personnel during the
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recovery and investigation of the 003 section; information obtained
from the mine rescue teams; from interviews of miners and super-
visors; and evidence taken from the No. 21 Mine. After analysis
of all available evidence, MSHA summarizes their findings below:

(1) The No. 21 Mine liberates methane.

(2) The analysis of a raw coal sample taken in the Sewanee coal-
bed in the No. 21 Mine indicates that this coal dust is
explosive.

(3) The ventilation System and Methane and Dust Control Plan was
last approved October 1, 1981.

(4) The 003 section was projected to intersect Nos. 2 and 3 left
gob area off 5 right.

(5) Blocks of coal were left around the perimeter of second mined
areas to serve as bleeder entries. The bleeder entries around.
the 1 right to 5 righ~ pillared areas were not travelable.
Evaluation points were not established at locations that
would accurately indicate the effectiveness of ventilation
in these gob areas.

(6) Holes were being drilled in 003 section faces in advance of
mining. On Monday, December 7, 1981, a borehole in No. 3
entry of 003 section penetrated into the gob area.

(7) Effluent from the gob area was flowing through the hole into
the active working place of 003 section and 5.2 percent
methane was detected. After methane was detected, the borehole
was plugged. The bleeder system was ineffective.

(8) On December 7,1981, the Section Foreman (3 p.m. - 11 p.m.
advised the General Mine Foreman (3 p.m. - 11 p.m.) that
he had detected methane. After receiving this informa-
tion, the General Mine Foreman (3 p.m. - 11 p.m.) informed
the third shift Preshift Examiner (11 p.m. - 7 a.m. ).

(9) Upon receiving instructions from the General Mine Foreman,
the third shift Preshift Examiner removed the plug from the
borehole in No. 3 entry of 003 section to bleed the methane
from the gob area. The preshift Examiner advised the
General Mine Foreman that 5.0 percent methane was detected
in 003 section.

(10) The 003 Section Foreman (7 a.m. - 3 p.m.) telephoned the
General Mine Foreman and Assistant Superintendent and
reported that methane in excess of 5 percent was present
in an 003 section working place on December 8, 1981.
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(11) The Assistant Superintendent instructed the 003 Section
Foreman to stop production activities and ventilate. Further,
the Section Foreman was informed that the General Mine Foreman
and Assistant Superintendent were coming into the 003 section.
The Assistant Superintendent and General Mine Foreman
arrived on the 003 section shortly after 10: 45 a.m. on
December 8, 1981.

(12) The company belt inspector heard the report of blasting in
the 003 section about 11:30 a.m. on December 8, 1981.

(13) An explosion occurred on the 003 section about 12: 00 noon
(CST) on December 8, 1981. Forces resulting from the explosion
were felt at the 003 section bel tdrive.

(14) The first Mine Rescue Team entered the No. 21 Mine about
2:20 p.m. on December 8, 1981.

(15) About 6:00 p.m. on December 8, 1981, 13 bodies were found
in the 003 section by a, rescue team and all bodies were
removed to the surface by 11:45 p.m. All victims were
burned. Evidence indicated that none of the victims attempted
to use their self-rescuers.

(16) At 2: 30 p.m. on December 8, 1981, a Federal Coal Mine Inspector
issued a 103 (k) order on the entire mine. Upon learning
that four adjacent active mines were interconnected with
the No. 21 Mine, the 103(k) order was modified on December 9,
1981, to include Mines N~. 24, 25, 27 and 30. After NO. 21
Mine was examined, reventilated, and determined safe to
travel in, the 103(k) Order was modified to permit these
interconnected mines to resume operations on December 12, 1981.
Once the rescue, recovery, and underground investigation to
determine the cause of the explosion were completed, the
103 (k) Order was terminated.

(17) The 007 section return aircourse was interconnected to the
003 section intake aircourses. There were no ventilation
controls in this interconnecting entry.

(18) Four permanent stoppings had not been erected between the
bel t entry and return aircourse immediately outby the 003
section tailpiece.

( 19) A permanent stopping was not erected between the intake and
return aircourse entries in the third connecting crosscut
outby the faces.

(20) A check curtain was not installed between the intake andreturn aircourses in the third crosscut inby the belt tailpiece.
Because this check curtain was not installed, the intake
air for the faces was short-circuited to the return aircourse.
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(21) Line brattice was not installed to within 10 feet of deepest
point of penetration of the face in the place where the face
drill was located. The approved ventilation plan did not
permit a greater distance.

(22) All electric equipment, cables and flame safety lamps inby
the No. 44 crosscut in 003 section were examined, tested and
eliminated as a source of ignition.

(23) All the victims were in Nos. 1 and 2 entries and interconnecting
crosscut wi thin 150 feet of the faces.

(24) The direction of travel of all but one victim at the time
of the explosion was away from the face areas.

(25 ) According to the position of coal near the outby end of the
003 section belt conveyor and the speed of this belt, no
coal had been dumped at the tailpiece for at least 10 minutes.
Approximately one half of the cut of coal in the No. 2
entry had been loaded.

(26) About 63 percent of the dust samples collected in areas not
affected by the explosion were substandard. The 003 working
section was rerockdusted on the 11 p.m. - 7 a.m. shift
December 8, 1981, prior to the explosion.

(27) Smoking articles, cigarette butts, cigarettes, and two
lighters were removed from the pockets of four victims
(management officials and workers) at funeral homes after
the explosion.

(28) Cigarettes were found in two of the victims lunch buckets
on the 003 section during the investigation (Appendix F,
Photograph No.2). Also, cigarettes were found in a lunch bucket
in a personnel carrier from the 007 section.

(29) A cigarette lighter was observed on the floor of No. 1 entry
during the recovery operation on December 8, 1981, and was
photographed and taken by an MSHA Special investigator as
evidence during the investigation (Appendix F, Photograph
No.1) .

(30) During interviews, miners who worked underground in the No. 21
Mine stated smoking was observed underground.

(31) The company had adopted and MSHA had approved a program to
insure that any person entering the underground area of No. 21
Mine did not carry smoking materials, matches, or lighters.
The last search of workmen for smoking articles made prior
to December 8, 1981, as shown in company records maintained
for that purpose, was october 12, 1981.
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(32) Primarily, the explosion was an ignited methane-air mixture;
very little coal dust participated in the explosion. Forces
of the explosion were minimal as evidenced by the amount of
destruction.

(33) According to death certificates, all victims died of asphyxia
resul ting from an explos ion.

(34) The investigators concluded that five violations observed
contributed to the cause of the explosion. These violations
are listed in Appendix H.

CONCLUSION

The investigators conclude that methane accumulations in the Nos.
2 and 3 left gob off 5 right flowed through the 4 foot by 7 foot
hole and test boreholes in Nos. 2 and 3 entries of 003 section.
Because intake air to the section was short-circuited from the
faces at a crosscut between Nos. 2 and 3 entries (3 crosscuts
outby the faces), methane migrated into the 003 section from the
faces of Nos. 2 and 3 entries. It is concluded that a miner used
a cigarette lighter igniting the methane-air mixture causing the
explosion. Apparently the miners saw the burning gases just after
ignition. This observation is supported by the fact that 12 of
the 13 miners (victims) were headed outby when they were overcome
by the explosion. In further support of this conclusion, personal
effects (miners hats, a hammer, two flame safety lamps and a jacket)
were located inby the bodies of the respective victims. These
observations indicate to the investigators that the miners were
traveling away from the ignition source.

The failure of management and miners to abide by the smoking
prohibi tion and the failure of management to provide ventilation
controls necessary to maintain adequate ventilation in the 003
section and to maintain an effective bleeder system for the 5
right abandoned area were the direct causes of the explosion.
Contributing thereto was the failure of management to enforce
the approved smoking prohibition program and the failure of
management to remove miners from the area affected by methane
migrating from the intersected 5 right abandoned area.
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Respectfully submitted,

~~.Q~~
Mine Safety and Health Specialist

9 ~ J. t~,.-A~
Paul J. Componation
Mine safety and Health Specialist

~~ ~. Caï
Harry J. Carter
Mine Safety and Health Specialist

~?r.?-~
George M. Fesak

¿:;;Zsk
Edward M. Kawenski
Supervisory Mining Engineer

f
Mine safety and Health
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APPENDIX A
003 Secti on

The following men were killed in the explosion:

NAME AGE

28

OCCUPATION

Cool ey, Larry Cutting Machine Operator

No 1 an, Ha rv ey

Parsons, Gaylon

34

34

28

Loading Machine Operator

Myers, Charl ie Shot Firer - Face Drill Operator

Roof 801 ti ng Machine Operator

Roll ins, Darrell 28

27

Roof 801 ting Machine Operator Hel per

Cooley, Danny Scoop Operator

Kil gore, Jacob

23

29

37

Off-Standard-Drive Shuttl e Car OperatorGrimes, Lee

Wil burn, Franky Standard-Drive Shuttle Car Operator

Ventilation ~1an

French, Ed 47 El ectrician

Tate, Jackie 38 Foreman

Rogers, Jimmy W.

37

43

General Mine ForemanHhite, Roy

Assistant Superintendent



MSHA and/or State Certification
\
Ð..+e 'rraining
P. .i Approved

. . .
. Sei:ti'on .1 (Coal Only).

1979

.~certified Person
'- (Underground)

*Ocertified Person(Surface)

· Methane , Oxygen
r:oefiCiency 'resting

* Dtlectricii
· OEnergized SurfaceHigh Voltage'

· Anual Retraining Required

APPENDIX A

NAME: LARRY B. COOLEY

and/or Qualification Mine 10 40-00524

Ðat" 'Iraining
Received

Date 'rraining
Received

r:oust (Sampling)

DOust (Calibration)
DNoise

· Dimpoundients

· Diloisting Engineer

1981

Section II (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)
MSHA Training Programs Completed

Date of Bire 5-27-1973

Required Training
(Victi)

DNew Miner (U.B.)
¡:New Miner (Sur.)

DNewiy EmployedExperienced (U. G. )

ONewiy EmployedExperienced (Sur.)

IiAnual Refresher (U.G.)

i:Anual Refresher (Sur.)

Date~raining Plan Approved

Date Training t: Required 'rrainingReceived (Victim)

i 979

Date Training
Received

Dilaurd Training (O.G.'

DHazard Training (Sur.)

'rask 'rraining
Specify Tye:

1981

Section III
.

Company 'rriining Program Completed:

!lriining OJT /Forml Instructor Date
Completed



~"ed on iv
DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO THE TASK BE!NG PERFDru"ED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT?

Ix L YES I I NO l'7HEN? 1981

BY WHOM? Charl es Terpo - Hall is Rogers HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

At Mine Location And Training Center

section V

RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION , TRAINING OFFICE

iX / YES // NO



MSHA and/or State Certification
\
Dp"e Training
P. .1 Approved

. 5ec~ion .1 (Coal Only).

1979

.~Certified Person
~ (Underground)

*Ocertified Person(Surface)

* Methane , Oxygen
Doeficiency Testing

* DElectrical

*DEnergized SurfaceHigh Voltage'

* Anual Retraining Required

APPENDi X A

NAf~E: HARVEY NOLAf, JR.

and/or Oualifi.cation Mine 10 40-00524

Date Training
Received

Date Training
Received

£:Oust (Sampling)

£:oust (Calibration)

DNohe
* OImpourdments

* DHohting Engineer

Section II (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)
MSHA Training Programs Completed

Ilate of Hire 7-16-1974

Required Training
(Victi)

r:New Miner (O.B.)

r:New Miner (Sur.)

ONewly EmployedExperienced (O.G.)

ONewly EmployedExperienced (Sur.)

I:Anual Refresher (O.G.)

J:Anual Refresher (Sur.)

Date Training Plan Approved

Date Training t: Required TrainingReceived (Victim)
1979

Date Training
Received

1974 D Haz ard Training (0. G. )
DHazard Training (Sur.)

Task Training
Specify Type:

1981

Section III
.

Company Training Program Completed:

Training OOT lFormal Instructor Date
Completed



§l:cd on iv
DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO THE TASK BEING PERFOru"ED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT?

BY WHOM? Hollis Rogers

I X I YES I I NO \-mEN? 1981

HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

Training Center

Section V

RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION , TRAINING OFFICE

fI YES I I NO



APPf:NOI X A

NAMf:: CHARLES R. MYERS

. Sec~ion .~ (Co~l Only).

MSHA and/or State Certification and/or Qualification
\
D~.e Training Date Training
P. .: Approved 1979 Received

*iocertified Person(Underground)

Mine 10 40-00524

Date 'rnining
Received

1981

t:oust (Sampling)

t:Dust (Calibration)

DNoise
· Dimpoundients

· DHoisting Engineer

*ocertified Person(Surface)

· Methane' Oxygen
(JDeficiency Testing

· DElectrical

*OEnergized SurfaceHigh Voltage'

· Anual Retraining Required

Section 11 (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)
MSHA Tnining Programs Completed

iiate of Hire 7-21-1975 Date Training Plan Approved

Date Training t: Required TrainingReceived (Vict~m)

1979

Required Training
(Victi)

IDNew Miner (V.B.)

r:New Miner (Sur.)

ONewiy EmployedExperienced (V. G. )

ONewiy EmployedExperienced (Sur.)

I:Anual Refresher (V.G.)

i:Anual Refresher (Sur.)

Date Training
Received

1975 DHazard Training (V.G.)
o Hazard Training (Sur.)

1981

TasK Training
Specify Type:

Be'cUon III
.

Company Triining Program Completed:

Training OJT lForml Instructor Date
.' Completed

.



SeCt i on iv

DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO THE TASK BEJNG PERFOru'.ED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT?

BY WHOM? Charles Terro - Hollis Rogers

At Mine Location - Training Center

Section V

RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION , TRAINING OFFICE

I X / YES Ii NO

I XI YES I 1 NO \-mEN? 1 981

HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?



. SeeH'on! (Coal Only)

APPENDIX A

NAME: . GAYLON L. PARSON

Mine ID 40-00524MSHA and/or State
,
D~"e Training
P. .1 Approved

Certification and/or Qualification

Date '1raining
Received

Date '1raining
Received1979

-o:certified Person(Underground)

-ocertified Person(Surface)

· Methane ¡ Oxygen
r:Deficiency '1esting

- DUectriclil
-OEnergizeè SurfaceHigh Voltage'

- Anual Retraining Required

r:Dust (Sampling)

r:Dust (Calibration)
DNoise

· Dlmpoundments

* DHoisting Engineer
1981

Section II (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)
MSHA '1rliining Programs Completed

Date of Hire 7-21-1975 Date '1raining Plan Approved

Date '1raining t: Required TrainingReceived (Vict~m)

1979

ONewiy EmployedExperienced (Sur.)

rnAnual Refresher (V.G.) 1981

DAnual Refresher (Sur.)

Required '1raining
(Victi)

IJNew Miner (V.B.)

r:New Miner (Sur.)

ONewly EmployedExperienced (V.G.)

Date Training
Received

1975 o Hazard Training (V.G.)

DHllzard Training (Sur.)

Task Training
Specify Tye:

Section III
.

Company '1raining Program Completed:

!lrAining OJT lForml Date
.. Completed

Instructor



SeCt.on iv

DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO THE TASK BEING PERFOru"ED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT?

BY WHOM? Charles Terpo - Hollis Rogers

At Mine Location - Training Center

/ xl YES I / NO \-lHEN?

HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

1981

Section V

RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION & TRAINING OFFICE

/ x I YES /1 NO



. See'ti'on .1 (Coal Only)

MSHA and/or State Certification and/or Qualification
\
D~.e ~raining Date ~rainingp, ~ Approved 1979 Received
-~Certified Person
L, (Underground)

-oCertified Person(Surface)

* Methane ¡ Oxygen
c:Deficiency ~esting

* DUectrical
*oEnergized SurfaceHigh Voltage'

- Anual Retraining Re~uired

APPEND I X A

NAME: DARRELL G. ROLLINS

Mine ID 40-00524

Dbte Training
Received

r:Dust (Sampling)

r:Dust (Calibration)
DNoise

* Dimpoundments

* DHoisting Engineer

1981

Section II (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)
MSHA Training Program Completed

Date of Hire 4-17-1978

ONewiy EmployedExperienced (Sur.)

IDAnual RefreSher (U.G.) 1981

J:Anual Refresher (Sur.)

Required ~raining
(Victi)

inNew Miner (U.B.)

i:New Miner (Sur.)

ONewly EmployedExperienced (U.G.)

Date ~raining Plan Approved

Date ~raining r: Re~uired TrainingReceived (Victim)

1979

Date Training
Received

r:Hazard ~raining (U.G.)

r: Haz ard ~raining (Sur. i

~ask ~raining
Specify Type:

Section III
.

Company Trãining Program Completed:

Training OJTlForml Instructor Date
.. Completed



Seed on iv

DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIfICALLY RELATED TO THE TASK BEJNG PERFOru"ED

AT THE TIME Of THE ACCIDENT?

BY ,WHOM? Char1 es Terpo - Hall is Rogers

At Mine Location - Training Center

/ X I YES I I NO \-mEN?

HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

1981

Section V

RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION & TRAINING OfFICE

/ X I YES /1 NO



. .
. SeeH'on .1 (Coal Only)

M5HA and/or State Certification and/or Qualification
,D~~e Training Date Training
p, ~ Approved 1979 Received

.~Certified Person
I. (Underground)

-oCertified Person(Surface)

· Methane , Oxygen
i:DefiCiency Testing

· DElectrical

-oEnergizeè SurfaceHigh Voltage'

- Anual Retraining Required

APPENDIX A

NM.1E: . DAN~IY J, COOLEY

Mine 1D 40-00524

Date 'Traini""
Receiveè -

£:Dust (Sampling)

DDust (Calibration)
DNoise

· DImpoundments

· DHoisting Engineer

Section 11 (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)
MSHA 'Training Programs Completed

Date of Hire 1 0- 30- 1972 Date Training Plan Approved

Date Training t: Required TrainingReceived (Victim)

1979

~equired Training
(Victil

DNew Miner (v.B.)

r:New Miner (Sur.)

DNewiy EmployedExperienced (v.G.)

ONewiy Employed, Experienced (Sur.)

I1Anual Refresher (v.G.)
J:Anual Refresher (Sur.)

Date 'Training
Received

DHazard Training (v.G.)
o Hazard Training (Sur.)

Task Training
Specify 'Ipe:

1981

Section 1n
,

Company Triining Program Completed:

Training OJT /Forml Instructor Date
Completed



Seed on iv
oro vrCTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO THE TASK Bf.ING PERForu~ED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT?

BY WHOM? Hollis Rogers

I xl YES I I NO \-mEN? 1981

HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

Training Center

Section V

RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION & TRAINING OFFICE

I X / YES /1 NO



XSHA and/or State Certification and/or Qualification
\D~+e ~raining Date ~raining
P. ~ Approved 1979 Received

-~Certified Person
.. (Underground)

- .
. SecH'on .1 (Cod Only).

-oCertified Person(Surface)

· Methane , Oxygen
(KDeficiency ~esting

· DElectrical
éoEnergized Surface

High Voltage'

· Anual Retraining Required

APPENDIX II

NAt'E :HEPßEc: L. GPH1ES

Mine ID 40-00524

Date Training
Received

r:Dust (Sampling)

r:Dust (Calibration)
DNoise

· r:impoundnents

· DHoi&ting Engineer
4-6-81

Section II (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)
MSHA ~raining Programs Completed

Date of Hire 5-16-1977

ONewly EmployedExperienced (Sur.)

IDAnual Refresher (U.G.) 9-28-81

DAnual Refresher (Sur.)

Required Training
(Victi)

r:New Miner (U.B.)

r:New Miner (Sur.)

ONewly EmployedExperienced (U.G.)

Date ~raining Plan Approved

Date Training t: Required TrainingReceived (Victim)

1979

Date Training
Received

1977 DRazard ~raining (U.G.'
DRazard Training (Sur.)

~ask Training
Specify Type:

Section III
,

Company Training Program Completed:

Training OJTlForml Instructor Date
Completed



§,?cd on iv

DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO THE TASK Br.JNG P£RfOrul.ED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT?

I xl YES I / NO ~7HEN? 1981

BY WHOM? Charl es Terpo - Hall is Rogers HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

At Mine Location - Training Center

Section V

RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION & TRAINING OFFICE

I x / YES II NO



APP~NDIX A

NM1E: FRANKL-i~ E. WILBURN

. SecH'o"I (Coe.l Only)

MSHh and/or State Certification
,
DI'.e Training
P. .1 Approved

and/or Qualification Mine ID 40-00524

1979 Date Training
Received

Date Training
Received

olrnCertified Person
(Underground)

*Ocertified Person(Surface)

1975
£:Oust (Sampling)

r:oust (Calibration)

DNoise
* Dimpoundients
* DHoisting Engineer

* Methane' Oxygen
Doeficiency Testing

* DElectrical
*OEnergized SurfaceHigh Vol Uge .

* Anual Retraining Required

Section II (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)
MSHh Training Programs Completed

Ilate of Hire 10-26-1975 Date Training Plan Approved

Date Training t: Required TrainingReceived (Victim)
1979

Required Training
(Victi)

IiNew Miner (V.B.)

t:New Miner (Sur.)

ONewiy EmployedExperienced (V.G.)

ONewiy EmployedExperienced (Sur.)

I:Anual Refresher (V.G.) 1981

J:Anual Refresher (Sur.)

Date Training
Received

1975 DHazard Training (V.G.)
o Hazard Training (Sur.)

Task Training
Specify 'lpe:

Section III
~

Company Tråining Program Completed:

Training OJTlForml Instructor Date
Coinpleted



~"edon iv
DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO THE TASK BEING PERFOru"ED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT?

I X I YES I I NO "lHEN? 1981

BY WHOM? Char1 es Terpo - Hall is Rogers HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN? Otto Scarbourgh

At Mine Location - At Training Center

Section V

RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION , TRAINING OFFICE

I X I YES II NO



APPENDI X A

NM1E:. JACOB ß. KI LGORE

. Sec't'onl (Coal Only).

MSHh and/or State Certification and/or Qualification
\
D~.e Training Date Training
p, ~ Approveè 1979 Received

*QJcertified Person(Underground)

Mine 10 40-00524

Date Training
Received

* Methane' Oxygen
i=oeficiency Testing

* DElectrical
*OEnergized SurfaceHigh Vol tage .

. Anual Retraining Required

1981

£:Oust (Sampling)

£:Dust (Calibration)

DNoise
* Dimpoundments

* DHoisting Engineer

*ocertified Person(Surface)

-
Section II (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)

MSnA Training Programs Completed

Date of Hire 5- 16-1977 Date Training Plan Approved

Date Training t: Required TrainingReceived (Victim)
1979

Required Training
(Victi)

IJNew Miner (V. B.)

.r:New Miner (Sur.)

DNewiy EmployedExperienced (V. G. )

DNewly EmployedExperienced (Sur.)

IIAnual Refresher (V.G.)

i:Anual Refresher (Sur.)

Date Training
Received

1977 DHazard Training (V.G.)
o Hazard Training (Sur.)

1981

Task Training
Specify Type:

Section III
-

Company Triining Program Completed:

!lraining OJT lForml Instructor Date
Completed

-~,



§'!cd on iv
oro VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO THE TASK BEING PERFOru~ED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT?

BY WHOM? Charles Terpo - Hollis Rogers

At Mine Location - Training Center

I xl YES I I NO \-1HEN?

HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

1 ~81

Sect i on 'v

RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION , TRAINING OFFICE

lV YES II NO



APPENDI X A

NAME: . CLARENCE E. FRnlCH

"SecH'on1 (Co~l Only)

MSEA and/or State Certification
,
D~.e Training
P. .i Approveè

and/or Qualification Mine 10 40-00524

1979
Date Training

Received
Date Tr~ining

Received

4- 6-81

t:oust (Sampling)

Doust (Calibration)
DNoise

· Dimpoundments

· OHoisting Engineer

-rxcertified Person
.. (Vnderground)

-oCertified Person(Surface)

- Methane' Oxygen
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APPENDIX C-2. DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL ELECTRICAL IGNITION SOURCES

I ntroduct ion

During the investigation, all electric equipment and cables located in the
explosion area (i .e., inby the No. 44 crosscut in the 003 section) or which
suppl ied power to electric equipment or cables in the explosion area were
carefully tested and exami ned by MSHA el ectrical personnel for any evidence
that the equipment or cables provided the ignition source for the explosion.
These tests and exami nati ons were conducted by George M. Fesak, El ectri cal
Engineer, Billy G. Donaldson, Coal Mine Inspector (Electrical), William E.
Herren, Coal Mine Inspector (Electrical) and Kirby G. Smith, Coal Mine Inspec-
tor (Electrical) with the assistance of officials and employees of Grundy
Mining Company, Incorporated. Several violations of Title 30, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 75, electrical regulations were observed during the elec-
trical part of the investigation. However, it was determined that none of
these violations was related to the cause of the explosion. Consequently,
ci tat ions for these vi 01 at ions were issued as part of a separate spot i nspec-
tion.

Electric Equipment and Cables Present in the Explosion Area

The investigation revealed that, at the time of the explosion, the following
electric equipment and cables were present in the explosion area:

High-Voltage Cable and Splice Box: (1) Approximately 1,200 feet of No. 4/0
AWG, 15KV, 3-conductor, type MP-GC mine power cable supplying 4,160-Vo1t,
3-phase power to the section power center; (2) One shop-made, high-vol tage
splice box installed in the high-voltage cable supplying 4,160-Vo1t, 3-phase
power to the section power center;

Section Power Center: One Control Products, Incorporated, 750 kVA/150KW,
4,160-Vo1t AC/480-Vo1t AC/300-Vo1t DC, combination power center, Serial No.
10757-5, supplying 480-Vo1t, 3-phase power and 300-Volt, direct current
power to electric equipment on the 003 section;

Trailing Cables: (1) Approximately 500 feet of No. 2/0 AWG, 2,000-Vo1t,
3-conductor, type G-GC portable power cable supplying 480-Volt, 3-phase power
to the cutting machine in the 003 section; (2) Approximately 250 feet of
No.2 AWG, 600/2000-Vo1t, 3-conductor, type G-GC portable power cable and
approximately 150 feet of No.4 AWG, 2000-Vo1t, 3-conductor, type G-GC
portable power cable supplying 480-Vo1t, 3-phase power to the belt feeder-
breaker in the 003 section; (3) Approximately 400 feet of No.4 AWG, 600/
2000-Vo1t, 3-conductor, type G-GC portable power cable supplying 480-Vo1t,
3-phase power to the face drill in the 003 section; (4) Approximately 500
feet of No.2 AWG, 2000-Vo1t, 3-conductor, type G portable power cable supply-
ing 480-Volt, 3-phase power to the loading machine in the 003 section; (5)
Approximately 400 feet of No.6 AWG, 2000-Volt, 3-conductor, type G-GC
portable power cable supplying 480-Vo1t, 3-phase power to the roof-bolting
machine in the 003 section; (6) Approximately 500 feet of No.3 AWG, 2000-Vo1t,
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2-conductor, type W portable power cable supplying 300-Volt, direct-current

power to the standard-drive shuttle car in the 003 section; (7) Approximately
500 feet of No.3 AWG, 2000-Volt, 2-conductor, type W portable power cable
supplyi ng 300-Vol t, di rect-current power to the off-standard-dri ve shuttl e
car in the 003 section;

Low-Voltage Equipment Connected to the Section Power Center: (1) One Joy

Manufacturing Company permissible cutting machine, Type 16RB-3BH, Approval No.
2F-1713A-16, Serial No. 17778; (2) One W.R. Stamler Corporation nonpermissible
belt feeder-breaker, Model No. BF-17B, Serial No. 11252, with a Band B Elec-
trical Manufacturing Company nonpermi ssibl e bel t sequence switch, Model No.
RA9M, Seri al No. 209; (3) One Schroeder Brothers Corporati on permi ssi bl e face
drill, Model No. CDB-2000A-19, Approval No. 2G-2646A-6, Serial No. 268; (4)
One Joy Manufacturing Company permissible loading machine, Type 14BU10-llAH,
Approval No. 2F -1532A-l 05, Seri al No. 9600; (5) One Lee-Norse Company per-
missible roof-bolting machine, Model No. TDl-24-2-1E, Approval No. 2G-2645A-l,
Seri al No. 21255; (6) One Joy Manufacturi ng Company permi ssib 1 e, standard-
drive shuttle car, Model No. 18Sc7PE-4, Approval No. 2G-2499-2, Serial No.
ET13895; (7) One Joy Manufacturi ng Company permi ssib 1 e, off-standard-dri ve
shuttle car, Model No. 18SC7PXE-4, Approval No. 2G-2499-2, Serial No. ET13896;

Low-Voltafe Equipment and Cables Not Connected to a Source of Supply: (1)
One Linco n Electric Company nonpermissible electric welding machine, Model
No. 250-250, Serial No. AC-484159, with associated supply and welding cables;
(2) One Ferro Mac nonpermissible battery charger, Type LA, Model No. Jl-1419-
24-48571C7, with associated supply and charging cables;

Battery-Powered, Rubber-Tired Equipment: (1) One Sand S Corporation permissible
scoop, Model No. 482, Approval No. 2G-3056, Serial No. 482-1286; (2) One Long-
Airdox Company permissible personnel carrier, Model No. 38-372, Approval No.
2G-2549-4, Serial No. 3B-229;

Bel t Control and Fi re Detection Cabl es and Equipment: (1) One 2-pol e, 30-ampere,
nonpermi ssible di sconnect switch used as a remote start/stop switch for the
003 section belt conveyor; the disconnect switch was connected into the 120-Volt
remote control circuit for the 003 section belt conveyor controller by means of
a No. 12 AWG, 3-conductor, type SO cord; (2) Approximately 840 feet of Pyott-
Boone, Incorporated', Model K250-2 fire detection cable installed along the 003
sect i on bel t conveyor and connected into the mi ne bel t conveyor fi re detecti on
system; the control unit for the system was a Pyott-Boone, Incorporated, per-
missible belt fire detection system control unit, Model 211, Approval No. 9B-36,
Seri al No. 344, located in the surface guardhouse;

Mine Telephone, Ca~ Lamps and Methane Detector: (1) One Mine Safety Appl iances
Company "Pager III permissible mine telephone, Approval No. 9B-85, Serial No.
02763; connected into the mine telephone system with a No. 22 AWG, 4-conductor,
PVC-jacketed telephone cabl e; (2) Four Koehl er Manufacturing Company permi ssibl e

cap lamps, Model No. 5100, Approval No. 60-30; (3) Nine Koehler Manufacturing
Company permissible cap lamps, Model No. 5200, Approval No. 60-36; (4) One Mine
Safety Appl i ances Company "Methane Spotter" p!!rmi ssibl e methane detector, Appro-
val No. 8C-24, Serial No. 36400. The mine telephone, cap lamps and methane
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detector were sent to the MSHA Approval and Certification Center for testing
and evaluation. A summary of the results of the testing and evaluation of
these items is contained in Appendix C-3.

The location of each unit of electric equipment listed above, with the excep-
t ion of the el ectri c cap 1 amps and the methane detector, is shown on the map
of the 003 section which is contained in Appendix B-2.

Tests and Exami nati ons of El ectric Equi pment and Cables

A detailed description and analysis of the results of the tests and examinations
conducted by MSHA electrical personnel follows.

High-Voltage Cable and Equipment

The investigation reveal ed that the entire underground high-vol tage system

(including the high-voltage cable in the 003 section, the high-voltage splice
box located near the intersection of No.2 entry and No. 57 crosscut. in the
003 section, and the secti on power center located in No. 2 entry between Nos.
60 and 61 crosscuts in the 003 section) was energized at the time of the
explosion. The investigation al~o revealed that the high-voltage circuit
breaker in the surface substation tripped at or about the time the explosion
occurred. Consequently, extensive testing was conducted by MSHA electrical
personnel to determine why the high-voltage circuit breaker tripped and if a
fault in the high-voltage cable or equipment in the 003 section could have
initiated the explosion.

Ladue Bouldin, Electrician Foreman, was on the surface of the mine when the
high-voltage circuit breaker tripped at approximately 12:00 noon. Shortly
thereafter, Bouldin learned of the' explosion from Jerry Fultz who called
Boul di n from the mi ne telephone located in the 007 secti on. Boul di n pro-
ceeded to the surface substation, determi ned that the high-vol tage ci rcuit
breaker had tripped, opened the high-voltage fuse cutouts on the load side
of the circuit breaker, and locked the substation gate. Bouldin noticed
that there were no fl ags showi ng on the two phase-overcurrent rel ays asso-
ciated with the circuit breaker, indicating that an overcurrent condition
(i.e., short circuit or overload) had not caused the circuit breaker to trip.
The ground-faul t rel ay associ ated wi th the ci rcui t breaker was not of a
type that displays a flag when it operates.

Tests and examinations conducted during the investigation revealed that none
of the fuses installed in the high-voltage system from the surface substation
to the 003 section power center had cleared, further indicating that a short
circuit in the high-voltage system had not occurred.

The high-voltage cable inby crosscut No. 44 in the 003 section was carefully
examined for evidence of a short circuit or a ground faul t. No such evidence
was found. Furthermore, tests conducted during the investigation revealed
that the cable was free from short ci rcui ts and ground faul ts.

The high-voltage spl ice box located near the intersection of No.2 entry and
No. 57 crosscut had not been damaged by the explosion. Tests conducted during
the investigation revealed that the spl ice box was free from short circuits
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and ground faul ts.

The section power center, located in No.2 entry between Nos. 60 and 61 cross-
cuts, had been damaged by the explosion; however, most of the damage was con-
fined to the inby (low-voltage) end of the power center. The outby cover on
the power center had not been bolted down and was blown off by the explosion
forces. Otherwi se, the outby (hi gh- vol tage) end of the power center di d not
appear to have been damaged. The manually-operated, high-voltage, load-break
switch ih the power center was in the closed position. Tests conducted during
the investigation revealed that none of the high-voltage fuses in the power
center had cleared and that the high-voltage portion of the power center was
free from short ci rcui ts and ground faul ts.

MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that a short circuit
or ground fault occurred in the high-voltage cable or e~uipment located in
the explosion area either immediately before or as a result of the explosion.
Consequently, MSHA el ectrical personnel concl ude that the high-vol tage cabl e
and equipment did not provide the ignition source for the explosion.

The ground check relay associated with the high-voltage circuit breaker in
the surface substation was not of a type that di spl ays a fl ag when it oper-
ates. However, tests and examinations conducted during the investigation
reveal ed that the ground check circuit was intact and operational from the
surface substation to the nn~ section power center at the time the explosion
occurred. The power center was equipped with two interlock switches installed
under the outby (high-voltage end) cover of the power center. These switches
were wi red in seri es wi th the ground check conductor so as to open the ground
check circuit when the cover is removed. Based on an analysis of this evidence,
MSHA electrical personnel conclude that the high-voltage circuit breaker in
the surface substation tripped because the explosion forces blew the outby
cover off of the 003 section power center, thereby interrupting the high-voltage
ground check ci rcui t at the power center.

Sect i on Power Center

The section power center was located in No.2 entry between Nos. 60 and 61
crosscuts in the 003 section approximately 190 feet outby the face of No.2
entry. The manually-operated, high-voltage, load-break switch in the power
center was in the closed position at the time of the explosion. Consequently,
the power center was energized at the time of the explosion.

The trail ing cables for the cutting machine, belt feeder-breaker, face drill,
1 oadi ng machi ne, roof-bol ti ng machi ne, standard-dri ve shuttl e car and off-

standard-dri ve shuttl e car were connected to the power center at the time of
the explosion. The trailing cable for the battery charger for the personnel
carrier was not connected to the power center at the time of the explosion.

The circuit breaker protecting the 480-volt, 3-phase trailing cable for the
cutting machine was equipped with a shunt trip device. Because the circuit
breaker was found in the closed position during the investigation, it can
be concluded that the circuit breaker was closed at the time of the explosion.
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The circuit breakers protecting the 480-volt, 3-phase trailing cables for
the belt feeder-breaker, face drill and loading machine and the circuit breakers
protecti ng the 300-vol t, di rect-current trail i ng cables for the two shuttl e

cars were each equi pped wi th the same type of under vol tage rel ease devi ce.
This type of undervoltage release device causes the circuit breaker to go to
the tripped position when control power is lost while the circuit breaker is
in the closed pos i ti on but does not cause the ci rcui t breaker to go to the
tripped position when control power is lost while the circuit breaker is in
the open position. Because all five of the circuit breakers were found in the
tripped position during the investigation, it can be concluded that none of
the circuit breakers was in the open position at the time of the explosion.
However, it could not be definitely determined if the circuit breakers were
manually placed in the tripped position prior to the explosion or if the cir-
cuit breakers were in the closed position at the time of the explosion and
tripped as a resul t of the loss of control vol tage when the high-vol tage cir-
cuit breaker tripped. Because it is unusual for a miner to manually place a
circuit breaker in the tripped position, MSHA electrical personnel bel ieve
that the fi ve circuit breakers were closed at the time of the explosion.

The circuit breaker protecting the 480-volt, 3-phase trailing cable for the
roof-bolting machine and the circuit breaker protecting the 300-volt, direct-
current recti fi er bri dge in the power center were each equi pped wi th another
type of undervol tage rel ease devi ce. Thi s type of under vol tage rel ease devi ce

causes the circuit breaker to go to the tripped position when control power is
lost while the circuit breaker is in either the open or closed position. Con-
sequently, the position of the two circuit breakers at the time of the explo-
sion could not be definitely determined. Nevertheless, it is likely that the
two circuit breakers were closed at the time of the explosion.

The secti on power center was not of a permi ssi b 1 e desi gn and consequently

contained numerous devices (e.g., switches, relays and circuit breakers) that,
in normal operation (either manual or automatic), would create arcing contain-
ing sufficient energy to ignite an explosive methane-air mixture. However,
the locations of the victims in the 003 section indicate that none of the vic-
tims was in a position to manually operate any of these devices. In addition,
extensive tests and examinations of the trailing cables that were connected to
the power center did not reveal any faul ts capable of causing automatic opera-
tion of any of these devices. (See following section.) Tests and examinations
of the power center reveal ed that no short ci rcui ts or ground faul ts were
present within the low-voltage portion of the power center. The direction of
the explosion forces and the manner in which the explosion moved the power
center lid indicate that the explosion was intitiated inby the power center.
Finally, MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that the
low-voltage portion of the 003 section power center provided the ignition
source for the explosion.

Trailing Cables

The investigation reveal ed that the trail ing cabl e supplyi ng 480-vol t, 3-phase
power to the cutting machine was energized at the time of the explosion. It
could not be definitely determined if the trailing cables supplying 480-volt,
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3-phase power to the bel t feeder-breaker, face dri 11, load i ng machi ne and roof-
bolting machine and the trailing cables supplying 300-volt, direct-current
power to the two shuttl e cars were energi zed at the time of the expl osi on.
(See preceding section). Because it is likely that all seven trailing cables
were energized at the time of the explosion, MSHA electrical personnel care-
fully exami ned and tested each trai 1 i ng cable to determi ne if a faul tin one
of the cables could have initiated the explosion.

MSHA el ectrical personnel vi sually examined the entire 1 ength of each trail ing
cable in the 003 section for evidence of short circuits and ground faults. In
all, 48 splices, 21 cable repairs and 11 damaged places in the trailing cables
in the 003 section were examined. At several locations, plastic tape which
had been appl ied over damaged pl aces or damaged permanent spl ice boots in the
cables had been melted or burned by the heat of the explosion. At these loca-
tions, the underlyi ng cable or spl ice was carefully exami ned for evi dence that
a fault had occurred. At several other locations, cable repairs and permanent
spl ices were opened to determi ne if a faul t had occurred.

E vi dence of a faul t was observed at only one 1 ocati on in all of the trai 1 i ng
cables in the 003 section. The evidence of a fault was observed in a taped
cable repair in the 2-conductor, type-W trailing cable supplying 300-volt,
direct-current power to the off-standard-drive shuttl e car in the section.
The cable repair was located near the intersection of No.3 entry and No. 61
crosscut approximately 100 feet (cable length) from the shuttle car. A small
pinhole was found in the plastic tape that had been appl ied over the damaged
place in the cable. The tape was carefully removed, revealing that the cable
jacket and the i nsul ati on (black) on the ungrounded power conductor had been
damaged. One strand of the conductor had pi erced the tape and had apparently
faul ted to the grounded frame of the shuttl e or some other grounded object,
melting the tip of the conductor strand. There was no evidence of damage to
the insul ation (white) on the grounded power conductor and no other evidence
of a fault at this location. Because the fault was observed approximately 100
feet (cable length) from the shuttle car, MSHA electrical personnel conclude
that the faul t had occurred prior to the explosion.

In addition to the visual examinations, the insulation resistance from line-
to-line and 1 ine-to-ground on the five 480-volt, 3-phase trail ing cables in
the section and the resistance from line-to-line on the two 300-volt, direct-
current trail ing cables in the section was tested. With the exception of
the trail ing cable supplying 480-volt, 3-phase power to the face drill, all
of the trai 1 i ng cables in the secti on tested free from 1 i ne-to-l i ne and,
where appl icable, 1 ine-to-ground faul ts. The insul ation resi stance tests
of the face drill cable revealed line-to-line and line-to-ground leakage,
indicating a possible fault. The leakage was localized to a permanent
spl ice in the face drill trail ing cable near the intersection of No.3 entry
and No. 62 crosscut. The spl ice was carefully opened and closely examined.
There was no evi dence (e. g., carbon and burned or damaged in sul ati on) of a
line-to-line or line-to-ground fault in the splice. However, the inside of
the splice was saturated with water which explains the leakage readings that
were obtained during the insulation resistance tests.
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In summary, MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that any
of the trailing cables in the 003 section provided the ignition source for
the explosion.

Low-Vol tage Equipment Connected to the Section Power Center

At the time of the expl osi on, seven un i ts of el ectri c equi pment were connected
to the 003 section power center. MSHA electrical personnel carefully tested
and exami ned each uni t of equi pment to determi ne if it coul d have provi ded the

source of ignition for the explosion. The resul ts of the tests and examinations
are as follows:

Intermachine Arcing. No two units of electric equipment were located in close
proximity to each other at the time of the explosion. Consequently, MSHA
el ectrical personnel conclude that arcing between the frames of two units of
electric equipment did not provide the ignition source for the explosion.

Cutting Machine. At the time of the explosion, the cutting machine was located
in No. 62 crosscut between Nos. 1 and 2 entri es in the 003 secti on. The
investigation revealed the following information regarding the status of the
cutting machine at the time the explosion occurred:

1. The cutting machine trailing cable was energized;

2. The cutting motor circuit breaker was in the closed position,
the cutting motor direction switch was in the forward posi-
tion and the cutting motor control switch was in the off
position;

3. The pump motor circuit breaker was in the closed position;

4. The pump motor control switch was mechanically 1 inked to the
panic bar. The position of the switch at the time of the
explosion was not definitely determined due to the design of
the 1 i nkage; and

5. The light switch was in the on position.

Consequently, MSHA electrical personnel conclude that the cutting machine was
parked wi th the trai 1 i ng cabl e, methane moni tor and 1 ighti ng system energi zed

at the time of the expl os i on. It coul d not be defi ni tely determi ned if the
pump motor was running at the time of the explosion.

The locations of the victims in the 003 section indicate that at least one
victim may have been in a position to operate the controls on the cutting
machi ne when the expl osi on occurred. Tests and exami nations conducted duri ng
the investigation revealed that the cutting machine trail ing cable, cable reel,
the onboard cable from the cable reel to the 1 ine side of the pump motor cir-
cuit breaker and the onboard cable from the line side of the pump motor circuit
breaker to the 1 i ne side of the cutter motor ci rcui t breaker were free from
short ci rcui ts and ground faul ts.
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The cutting machine was of a permissible type but was not maintained in per-
missible condition. The following permissibility deficiencies were observed:

1. The main controller enclosure had been modified without approval as
required by 30 CFR 18.81. The enclosure had been modified by weld-
ing a plate over the original pump motor cable entrance gland stuffing
box and cutting a new hole and welding another stuffing box in the
enclosure. Three un jacketed , s i ngl e-conductor pump motor power con-
ductors entered the stuffi ng box whi ch was not provi ded wi th packing,
bushi ng or packing gl and nut;

2. The methane monitor fuse in the main controller enclosure was bridged
out with a strand of wire; and

3. The pump motor and cutti ng motor cabl e entrance gl ands were not
provided with sufficient packing allowing less than 1/8-inch clear-
ance between the packing gland nuts and the enclosure housings.

The permissibility deficiency listed in No.1 above, compromised the explosion-
proof integrity of the main controller enclosure. MSHA electrical personnel
bel i eve that if the cutti ng machi ne control s had been manually operated or if
the methane monitor had operated and automatically deenergized the lighting
circuits andlor pump motor power circuits, sufficient electrical energy would
have been released to ignite an explosive methane-air mixture within the
enclosure. Moreover, it is possible that an internal methane ignition would
propagate outside of the enclosure through the improper pump motor power con-
ductor entrance. However, MSHA electrical personnel carefully examined the
inside of the main controller enclosure and found no evidence to indicate that
an internal methane-ai r i gni tion had occurred.

Regarding the permissibility deficiency listed in No.2 above, MSHA electrical
personnel tested the methane monitoring system and found that the system was
free from short ci rcuits and ground faul ts. Furthermore, MSHA el ectrical per-
sonnel found no evidence to indicate that the methane monitoring system pro-
vided the ignition source for the explosion.

Regarding the permissibility deficiency listed in No.3 above, MSHA electrical
personnel determined that the cutting motor was not energized at the time of
the explosion. Furthermore, MSHA electrical personnel found no evicence to
indicate that the pump motor or the cutting motor provided the ignition source
for the explosion.

MSHA electrical personnel al so carefully examined the inside of the cutting
motor circuit breaker 'enclosure and found no evidence to indicate that an
internal methane-air ignition had occurred.

The cutti ng machi ne was equi pped wi th a General Moni tors, Incorporated, Model
420, permissible methane monitor, MSHA Certification No. 32A-6/MS. The methane
monitor was energized at the time the explosion occurred. The methane monitor
was properly connected into the control circuitry of the cutting machine so as

to deenergi ze all el ectri c ci rcui ts and components of the machi ne wi th the excep-
tion of the trail ing cable, the cable reel, the onboard power cables from the
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cable reel to the 1 ine side of the pump motor and cutter motor contactors, and
the methane monitor itsel f when the methane monitor was acti vated by means of
the test switch or an excessive concentration of methane.

The methane monitor was tested by MSHA investigators with a known test mixture
of 2.5 percent methane in ai r. Wi th no test mi xture appl i ed to the sensor
assemb ly, the methane moni tor meter i ndi cated 0.0 percent methane. When the
test mixture was applied to the sensor assembly with the dust cover in place,
the methane monitor meter reading increased from 0.0 percent methane to a maxi-
mum of 1.25 percent methane. When the meter reading reached 1.0 percent methane,
the yellow warning light came on.

When the test mixture was appl ied to the sensor assembly with the dust cover
removed, the methane monitor meter reading increased from 0.0 percent methane
to a maximum of 2.0 percent methane. When the meter reading reached 1.0 percent
methane, the yellow warni ng 1 i ght came on. When the meter readi ng reached 2.0
percent, the red warning 1 ight came on and the methane monitor shut the machine
down. These tests indicate that the methane monitor was not properly calibrated
and that the dust cover on the sensor assembly was practically obstructed by dust.

In summary, MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that the cut-
ting machine provided the ignition source for the explosion.

Belt Feeder-Breaker. At the time of the explosion, the nonpermissible belt
feeder-breaker was located in No. 3 entry between Nos. 58 and 59 crosscuts in
the 003 section. The belt feeder-breaker was connected to a nonpermissible
belt sequence switch which had been installed on the 003 section belt conveyor
just outby the tail roller. The investigation reveal ed the following information
regarding the status of the belt feeder-breaker at the time of the explosion:

1. The 003 section belt conveyor was running;

2. The circuit breaker in the belt feeder-breaker controller
was in the closed position;

3. The emergency-stop control switch was in the closed position;

4. The conveyor/off/tram control switch was in the "conveyor"
position;

5. The manually operated conveyor start control swi tch had been
removed and the control ci rcui try had been modi fi ed so that the
operation of the bel t feeder-breaker conveyor was control 1 ed auto-
mat i cally by the bel t sequence swi tch install ed on the 003 secti on
bel t conveyor;

6. The conveyor direction switch was in the "forward" position; and

7. The bel t feeder-breaker conveyor was empty.
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Based on thi s i nformati on, and the assumpti on that the bel t feeder-breaker

trail ing cable was energized, MSHA electrical personnel conclude that, at
the time of the exp1 os ion, the bel t feeder-breaker was operati ng wi th the
conveyor and breaker motors runni ng.

The belt feeder-breaker was not of a permissible design and consequently con-
tained several components (e.g., circuit breaker, contactors, relays and
switches) that, in normal operation (either manual or automatic), would
create arcing containing sufficient energy to ignite an explosive methane-
air mixture. However, the locations of the victims in the 003 section indi-
cate that none of the victims was in a position to manually operate any of
the control s on the bel t feeder-breaker at the time the exp1 osi on occurred.
Several of the arcing components would operate automatically if the 003 section
belt conveyor were to stop. However, there was no evidence to indicate that
the 003 section belt conveyor stopped until the high-voltage circuit breaker
tripped just after the explosion occurred. An examination of the electric
components of the bel t feeder-breaker did not reveal any evidence of a short
circuit or ground fault which could have been the ignition source for the
explosion. Finally, an evaluation of the flame travel (See Appendix 0-1)
indicates that the explosion was initiated inby the location of the belt
feeder-breaker.

Face Drill. At the time of the explosion, the permissible face drill was
located in the face of No. 62 crosscut to the ri ght of No. 3 entry in the
003 section. The investigation revealed the following information regarding
the status of the face drill at the time of the exp1 osi on:

1. The circuit breaker in the face drill controller was in the open
position;

2. The face drill control switch was in the off position;

3. The light switch was in the on position; and

4. The face drill was in position to drill holes in the coal face.

Based on this informaton and the assumption that the face drill trailing cable
was energi zed, MSHA el ectrical personnel conc1 ude that, at the time of the
explosion, the face drill was parked with all of its circuits and components
deenergized with the exception of the trailing cable, the cable reel and the
onboard cable from the cable reel to the line side of the circuit breaker in
the controll er.

The locations of the victims in the 003 section indicate that none of the vic-
tims was in a position to operate any of the controls on the face drill at the
time the explosion occurred. Tests and examinations conducted during the inves-
tigation revealed that the face drill trailing cable, cable reel and onboard
cab 1 e from the cable reel to the contro11 er were free from short ci rcui ts and
ground faults. Several permissibility deficiencies were found on the face
drill; however, none of these deficiencies invo1 ved a component of the machine
that was energized at the time the explosion occurred. The insides of the
explosion-proof cable reel and contro11 er enclosures were carefully exami ned
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by MSHA electrical personnel. Neither enclosure showed any evidence of an
internal methane-air ignition.

In, summary, MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that the
face drill provided the ignition source for the explosion.

Loading Machine. At the time of the explosion, the permissible loading machine
was located near the face of No. 2 entry in the 003 secti on. The i nvesti gati on
revealed the following information regarding the status of the loading machine
at the time of the explosion:

1. The circuit breaker in the operator's control station enclosure was
in the open position;

2. The main control switch which was mechanically 1 inked to the panic
bar was in the run position;

3. The head and conveyor motor control swi tch was in the off posi ti on;

4. The tram motor control switches were in the off (center) position;

5. The light switch was in the on position; and

6. The conveyor was loaded with coal and the loading head was down and
empty.

Based on this information, and the assumption that the loading machine trailing
cable was energized, MSHA electrical personnel conclude that, at the time of the
explosion, the loading machine was parked with only its trailing cable and the
1 ine side of the main circuit breaker energized.

The locations of the victims in the 003 section indicate that none of the victims
was in a position to operate any of the controls on the loading machine at the
time the explosion occurred. Tests and examinations conducted during the inves-
tigation revealed that the loading machine trailing cable was free from short
circuits and ground faults.

The loading machine was of a permissible type but was not maintained in per-
missible condition. Three permissibility deficiencies were found on the loading
machine; however, none of these deficiencies invol ved a component of the machine
that was energized at the time of the explosion. The insides of the operator's
control station enclosure and the main controller enclosure were carefully
examined by MSHA electrical personnel. Neither enclosure showed any evidence
of an internal methane-ai r i gni ti on.

The loading machine was equipped with a General Monitors, Incorporated, Model
420, permissible methane monitor, MSHA Certification No. 32A-6/MS. The methane
monitor, however, was not energized at the time the explosion occurred. The
methane monitor was properly connected into the control circuitry of the loading
machine so as to deenergize all electric circuits and components of the machine
with the exception of the trailing cable, the power cable between the load side
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of the main circuit breaker and the main controller, and the methane monitor
itsel f when the methane monitor was activated by means of the test switch or
an excessi ve concentration of methane.

The methane monitor was tested by MSHA electrical personnel with a known test
mixture of 2.5 percent methane in air. With no test mixture appl ied to the
sensor assembly, the methane moni tor meter i ndi cated 0.0 percent methane. When
the test mixture was appl ied to the sensor assembly with the dust cover in pl ace,
the methane monitor meter reading increased from 0.0 percent methane to a
maximum of 1.9 percent methane. When the meter reading reached 1.0 percent
methane, the yellow warning light came on. When the meter reading reached 1.9
percent, the red warni ng 1 i ght came on and the methane moni tor shut the 1 oadi ng

machine down.

When the test mixture was appl ied to the sensor assembly with the dust cover
removed, the methane monitor meter reading increased from 0.0 percent methane
to a maximum of 2.5 percent methane. When the meter reading reached 1.0 per-
cent methane, the yellow warni ng 1 i ght came on. When the meter readi ng reached
1.9 percent methane, the red warning 1 ight came on and the methane monitor
shut the machine down. These tests indicate that the methane monitor was
properly cal ibrated but that the dust cover on the sensor assembly was signifi-
cantly obstructed by dust. It was not possible, however, for MSHA electrical
personnel to determine how much of this dust was deposited during the explosion.

In summary, MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that the
loading machine provided the ignition source for the explosion.

Roof-Bolting Machine. At the time of the explosion, the permissible roof-
bolting machine was located approximately 25 feet from the face of No. 63
crosscut to the right of No.3 entry in the 003 section. The investigation
revealed the following information regarding the status of the machine at the
time of the explosion:

1. The main circuit breaker in the roof-bolting machine controller was
in the closed position;

2. The spring-loaded, push-button start switch in the main control station
was in the open position;

3. The spring-loaded, push-button stop switch in the main control station
was in the closed position;

4. The spri ng-l oaded, remote emergency stop swi tch was in the closed
position;

5. The light switch was in the on position; and

6. The roof-bolting machine was not in position to install roof bolts.

It was not possible for MSHA electrical personnel to definitely determine which
circuits and components, if any, of the roof-bolting machine were energized at
the time of the explosion due to the undervoltage release mechanism in the
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circuit breaker protecting the machine's trail ing cable and the type of spring-

loaded start/ stop and emergency stop control s on the machi ne. Consequently,
MSHA electrical personnel carefully tested and examined the roof-bolting
machine in its entirety to determine if it could have provided the ignition
source for the expl osi on.

The locations of the victims in the 003 section indicate that none of the
victims was in a position to operate any of the controls on the machine at
the time the expl osi on occurred. Tests and exami nati ons conducted during
the investigation revealed no evidence of short circuits or ground faults in
the roof-bolting machine trailing cable, cable reel or controller enclosure.
Several permissibility deficiencies were found on the roof-bolting machine;
however, none of these deficiencies rendered the machine capable of igniting
an explosive methane-air mixture. The inside of the controller enclosure on
the roof-bolting machine was carefully examined by MSHA electrical personnel.
No evidence that a methane-air ignition had occurred within the enclosure
was found.

In summary, MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that the
roof-bolting machine provided the ignition source for the explosion.

Standard-Drive Shuttle Car. At the time of the explosion, the standard-drive
shuttle car was located in No. 61 crosscut between Nos. 1 and 2 entries in the
003 section. The investigation revealed the following information regarding the
status of the standard-drive shuttle car at the time the explosion occurred:

1. The spring-loaded, emergency-stop switch (panic bar switch) was in
the closed position;

2. The pump motor control switch was in the run position;

3. The conveyor motor direction switch was in the forward position and
the conveyor motor control switch was in the off position. The con-
veyor wa s empty;

4. The headlight switch was in the on position for the inby direction;

5. The self-centering tram control switch was in the off (center)
position;

6. The manually operated parki ng brake was not set; and

7. It could not be determined if the automatic parking brake was set.

It was not possible for MSHA electrical personnel to definitely determine which
ci rcui ts and components of the shuttl e car, if any, were energi zed at the time
of the explosion due to the undervoltage release mechanism in the circuit
breaker protecting the shuttle car's trail ing cable and the type of spring-
loaded, emergency-stop switch on the shuttle car. Consequently, MSHA electrical
personnel carefully tested and exami ned the shuttl e car in its enti rety to determi ne
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if it could have provided the ignition source for the explosion.

The locations of the victims in the 003 section indicate that none of the
vi ctims was in a pos i ti on to operate any of the control s on the shuttl e car
at the time the explosion occurred. Tests and examinations conducted during
the investigation revealed that the shuttle car trailing cable, cable reel and
power cable from the cable reel to the off-side controller enclosure were free
from short c i rcui ts.

The shuttle car was of a permissible type but was not maintained in permissible
condition. The following permissibility deficiencies were observed:

1. The hose conduit was not secured to the entrance gland nut on the
emergency-stop switch;

2. The conveyor motor cable entrance gland nut on the operator's side
contro11 er was not secured;

3. The tram switch control cable entrance gland was not properly packed
and the gland nut was tightened down flush with the gland and was
not secured;

4. The hose condui t was not secured to the entrance gl and nut on the
operator's side traction motor; and

5. Both cable entrance gl ands for the pump motor juncti on box were improperly
packed wi th 1 ess than 1 /8-i nch c1 earance between the gl and nut and the
enclosure. The entrance gland nuts were not secured.

The permissibi1 ity deficiencies listed in Nos. 1 and 2 did not render the shuttle
car capable of igniting an explosive methane-air mixture. The shuttle car com-
ponents on which the permissibility deficiencies listed in Nos. 3, 4 and 5 were
found were carefully examined by MSHA el ectrical personnel. No evidence that
any of these components provided the ignition source for the explosion was
found. In addition, the insides of the operator's side controller enclosure,
the off-side contro11 er enclosure, and the resi stor assembly enclosure were
carefully examined by MSHA investigators. None of the enclosures showed any
evidence of an internal methane-air ignition.

In summary, MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that the
standard-dri ve shuttl e car provi ded the i gniti on source for the expl osi on.

Off-Standard-Dri ve Shutt1 e Car. At the time of the exp1 osi on, the off-standard-
dri ve shutt1 e car was located in No. 2 entry near the i ntersecti on of No. 2
entry with No. 62 crosscut in the 003 section. The investigation revealed the
fo11 owi ng i nformati on regarding the status of the off-standard-dri ve shuttl è
car at the time the expl osi on occurred:

1. The spring-loaded, emergency-stop switch (panic bar switch) was in
the closed position;
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2. The pump motor control switch was in the run position;

3. The conveyor motor direction switch was in the forward position and
the conveyor motor control switch was in the off position. The con-
veyor was empty;

4. The sel f-centering tram control switch was in the off (center)
position;

5. The headlight switch was in the on position for the inby direction;

6. The manually operated parking brake was not set; and

7. It could not be determined if the automatic parking brake was set.

It was not possible for MSHA elect~ical personnel to definitely determine which
circuits and components of the shuttle car, if any, were energized at the time
of the explosion due to the undervoltage release mechanism in the circuit
breaker protecting the shuttle car's trailing cable and the type of spring-
loaded, emergency-stop swi tch on the shuttl e car. Consequently, MSHA el ectrical
personnel carefully tested and exami ned the shuttl e car in its enti rety to
determine if it could have provided the ignition source for the explosion.

The locations of the victims in the 003 section indicate that one or more victims
may ha ve been in a posi ti on to operàte the control s on the shuttl e car at the

time the expl osi on occurred. Tests and exami nat ions conducted duri ng the
investigation revealed that the shuttle car trailing cable, cable reel and power
cab 1 e from the cable reel to the off-si de control 1 er were free from short ci rcui ts.

The shuttle car was of a permissible type but was not maintained in permissible
condition. The following permissibility deficiencies were observed:

1. The gland nut for the entrance gland on the resistor assembly enclosure
was not secured; and

2. The gland nut for the entrance gland on the operator's side traction
motor wa s not secured.

Neither of these deficiencies rendered the shuttle car capable of igniting an
explosive methane-air mixture. In addition, the insides of the operator's side
controller enclosure, the off-side controller enclosure, the resistor assembly
enclosure and the tram control switch enclosure were carefully examined by MSHA
electrical personnel. None of the enclosures showed any evidence of an internal
methane-air ignition.

In summary, MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that the
off-standard-dri ve shuttl e car provi ded the i gni ti on source for the expl osi on.
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Low-Vol tage Equipment and Cables Not Connected to a Source of Supply

Welding Machine. A nonpermissible electric welding machine was found near the
i ntersecti on of the No. 0 entry and the No. 57 crosscut in the 003 secti on. At
the time of the explosion, the welding machine was not connected to a source
of supply and both the supply cable and the welding cables were coiled up on the
machine. Consequently, the welding machine could not have provided the ignition
source for the expl os i on.

Battery Charger. A nonpermissible battery charger was found adjacent to the
section power center in the No.2 entry between Nos. 60 and 61 crosscuts in
the 003 section. The battery charger had been provided on the section to charge
the batteries on the section personnel carrier. At the time of the explosion;
however, the supply cable was not connected to the power center and the charging
cable was not connected to the battery on the personnel carrier in the section.
Consequently, the battery charger coul d not have provided the ignition source
for the expl os i on.

Battery-Powered, Rubber- Ti red Equi pment

The resul ts of the examinations of the battery-powered, rubber-tired equip-
ment located i nby the No. 44 crosscut in the 003 secti on at the time of the
explosion are as follows:

Battery-Powered Scoop. At the time of the explosion, the battery-powered
scoop was located in the No. 62 crosscut between Nos. 0 and 1 entri es. The
investigation revealed the following information regarding the status of the
battery-powered scoop at the time of the explosion:

1. The batteri es were connected to the machi ne;

2. The main circuit breaker was closed;

3. The master control switch was in the off position;

4. The hydraul ic brake solenoid was deenergized and the automatic
parking brake was set;

5. The tram control switch was in the off position;

6. The 1 ight switch was in the off position; and

7. The scoop bucket was in the down position.

Consequently, MSHA electrical personnel conclude that, at the time of the

explosion, the battery-powered scoop was parked with the pump motor, tram
motor, and headl ights deenergized and with the automatic parking brake set.

The locations of the victims in the 003 section indicate that none of the
victims was in a position to operate any of the control s on the battery-
powered scoop at the time the expl os i on occurred.
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The battery-powered scoop

in permissible condition.
observed:

was of a permissible type but was not maintained
The following permissibility deficiences were

1. The battery cable plugs were not padlocked to the receptacles;

2. The left-rear headl ight was not secured to the machine frame and the
lens ring was not secured in place;

3. The right-rear headlight lens was loose in the lens ring, and the
1 ens ri ng was not secured in pl ace. The fi xture was loose from
the machine and was not grounded by a conductor in the power cable;
and

4. The right-front headl ight lens ring was not secured in pl ace.

Although the battery cable plugs were not padlocked to the receptacles, the
plugs were properly mated with the receptacles and the threaded rings on the
pl ugs were screwed onto the receptacles. The other permissibil ity deficien-
cies (Nos. 2, 3 and 4) did not invol ve components of the battery-powered scoop
that were energized at the time of the explosion.

The battery tray covers, battery cell terminals and battery connectors were
carefully examined for evidence of electrical arcing or short circuits. No
evidence of arcing or short circuits was found on any of these components.

The battery-powered scoop was not used as a coal-loading machine and therefore
was not equipped with a methane monitor.

In summary, MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that the
battery-powered scoop provided the ignition source source for the explosion.

Battery-Powered Personnel Carrier. At the time of the explosion, the battery-
powered personnel carrier was located in No. 62 crosscut between Nos. 2 and
3 entries. The investigation revealed the following information regarding
the status of the personnel carrier at the time the explosion occurred:

1. The battery was connected to the machine;

2. The direction and headlight control switch was in the off position;
and

3. The spring-loaded, tram control switch was in the off position.

Consequently, MSHA el ectrical personnel concl ude that, at the time of the
explosion, the battery-powered personnel carrier was parked with the head-
1 i ghts and tram motor deenergi zed.

The locations of the victims in the 003 section indicate that at least one
victim could have been in a position to operate the controls on the personnel
carrier at the time the explosion occurred. However, the position of the
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direction and headlight control switch indicates that no one was attempting
to operate the personnel carrier at the time the explosion occurred.

The battery-powered personnel carrier was of a permissible type but was not
maintained in permissible condition. The following permissibility deficien-
ci es were observed:

1. A bushi ng was not pro vi ded in the control 1 er tram motor cabl e
stuffi ng box to prevent the packi ng materi al from bei ng forced
out between the stuffi ng box and cabl e jacket when the packi ng
gl and nut was tightened. The cabl e woul d sl i p freely through the
entrance gland and stuffing box;

2. The protective hose conduit had sl ipped back, exposing approxi-
mately three inches of the tram motor cable adjacent to the
entrance gl and;

3. The direction and headl ight control switch enclosure had an open-
ing in excess of 0.004 inches (plane flange joint). All 6 bolts
securing the enclosure cover were loose and a 0.012-inch feeler
gauge could be inserted between the cover and the enclosure flange;

4. The front headl i ght was loose. wi th the mounti ng brackets broken off;

5. The battery tray cover was not secured in pl ace; and

6. The insulating material was missing from one-half of the inside of
the battery tray cover.

The observed defi ci ences compromi sed the expl osi on-proof i ntegri ty of the mai n

controller enclosure and the direction and headlight control switch enclosure.
Consequently, MSHA electrical personnel carefully examined the insides of both
enclosures. No evidence of an internal methane-air ignition was found in either
enclosure. The battery tray cover and the battery cell termi nal s were care-
fully examined for evidence of electrical arcing or short circuits. No evi-
dence of arcing or short circuits was found on these components. The other
permissibility deficiencies (Nos. 2 and 4) did not involve components of the
personnel carrier that were energized at the time of the explosion.

In summary, MSHA electrical personnel found no evidence to indicate that the
battery-powered personnel carri er provi ded the i gni ti on source for the expl os ion.

Belt Control and Fire Detection Cables and Equipment

Belt Control Switch. A manually-operated, nonpermissible, 2-pole, 30-ampere
disconnect switch was found mounted on a crib approximately 3 feet outby the
tail roller for the 003 section belt conveyor in No.3 entry between Nos. ~8
and 59 crosscuts in the 003 section. The di sconnect switch was used as a
remote stop switch for the 003 section belt conveyor and was connected into
the 120-volt ac remote control circuit for the 003 section belt conveyor con-
troll er by means of a No. 12 AWG, 3-conductor. type SO cord. The di sconnect
switch was of a nonpermissible type and, in the opinion of MSHA electrical
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personnel, was capable of initiating an explosion if the switch contacts were
opened in an explosive methane-air atmosphere. However, the switch contacts
were found in the "closed" position and the locations of the victims in the
003 section indicate that none of the victims was in a position to operate
the switch at the time of the explosion. An examination of the disconnect
switch did not reveal any evidence of a short circuit or ground fault. Finally,
an evaluation of the flame travel (See Appendix D-l) indicates that the explosion
was initiated inby the location of the switch. Consequently, MSHA electrical
personnel conclude that the disconnect switch did not provide the ignition
source for the explosion.

Fire Detection Cable. A 2-conductor fire detection cable was installed along
the 003 secti on bel t conveyor (No. 3 entry) from the bel t dri ve to wi thi n
approximately 10 feet of the belt feeder-breaker in the 003 section. The fire
detection cable was connected into the mine belt fire detection system. The
control unit for the system was approved by MSHA as permissible and was located
in the surface guardhouse. As origi na11y approved, the enti re bel t fi re detec-
tion system (including the heat detection cables connected to the control unit)
was incapable of releasing sufficient electrical energy to ignite an explosive
methane-ai r mi xture. MSHA e1 ectri ca1 personnel observed no evi dence to i ndi cate
that the system had not been maintained as approved. Consequently, MSHA elec-
tri ca1 personnel conc1 ude that the fi re detecti on cable di d not provi de the

ignition source for the explosion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

On December 22, 1981, fifteen items of battery operated mine equipment were
del ivered to the Approval and Certification Center for eval uation by the
Center's technical personnel. The equipment was recovered from Grundy
Mining Company's No. 21 Mine following an apparent underground explosion
that occurred there on December 8, 1981. The objective of this investigation
was to determine if any of the recovered equipment may have been responsibl e
for or related to the mine explosion. The MSHA investigators assigned to
this project were Robert A. Bradburn, Electrical En9ineer, Timothy Wetzel,
Electrical Engineering Technician, and Edward Vensko, Electrical Engineering
Technician, all of the Intrinsic Safety and Instrumentation Branch

(Division of Electrical Safety, Approval and Certification Center). This
is a report of thei r concl us ions.

II. IDENTIFICATION OF MINE:

COMPANY:

MINE:
SECTION:
LOCA TI ON:

rAINE ID:

DATE OF
EXPLOSION:

Gru ndy Mi n i ng Compa ny
No. 21 Mine
003
Whitwell, Marion County, Tennessee
40- 00524

December 8, 1981

III. EQUIPMENT EVALUATED:

The equipment that was evaluated in this investigation is listed in Table 1
and includes the following:

1. Nine (9) cap lamps, A&CC assigned Exhibit Nos. 1,6, 7,8,10,
11, 12, 13, and 14.
MSHA Approva 1 No. 60-36.
Date of Approva 1: June 28, 1967.
~1anufacturer: Koehl er Manufacturing Company

Marl borough, MA 01752

2. Four (4) cap lamps, A&CC assigned Exhibit Nos. 3, 4, 5, & 9.
MSHA Approval No. 60-30.
Date of Approval: November 19,1958.
Manufacturer: Koehl er Manufacturing Company

Marlborough, MA 01752

3. One (1) methane detector, "Mine Spotter", A&CC assigned Exhibit No.2.
MSHA Approval No. 8C-24.
Date of Approval: June 29, 1970.
Manufacturer: Mine Safety Appl iances Company

Pittsburgh, PA
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4. One (1) Mine Paging Telephone, A&CC assigned Exhibit No. 15.
MSHA Approval No. 9B-25.
Da te of Approval: November 29, 1977.
Manufacturer: Mine Safety Appl iances Company

Pittsburgh, PA

VIII. CONCLUSIONS:

1. All of the evaluated equipment was approved by MSHA and had val id
approval 1 abel s.

2. All of the equipment was built in accordance with appl icable approval
drawings and specifications on file at the Approval and Certification
Center.

3. The evaluated methane detector appeared to have been intentionally
altered by cutti ng off a protecti ve guard that fi tted over the
methane sensi ng component.

4. The evaluated mine page phone may have been intentionally altered by
detachi ng a cable entry grommet.

5. Except for the two apparent alterations, all of the observed
discrepancies and defects were bel ieved to have been unintentional
and most were attributable to that which can be expected under
conditions of normal usage.

6. None of the discrepancies, defects, or apparent alterations, uncovered
in the inspections, introduced impending electrical safety hazards.

7. None of the equipment was capable of causing an explosion of methane
gas or coal dust under normal and reasonably-assumed abnormal conditions.

8. Two items of evaluated equipment - a cap lamp (Exhibit No.6) and the
mine page phone - had the appearance of having been exposed to heat
or flame.

9. In the condition that it was del ivered to the Approval and Certification
Center, the tested methane detector was incapabl e of detecting methane
gas.

10. Upon restoring the battery in the methane detector to a fUlly charged
condition, the instrument responded to the presence of methane gas
but was out of calibration since the indications were higher than the
actual concentrations of the test gases.

11. Upon recal ibrating the methane detector, in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions, the instrument readings deviated from cal ibrated methane
samples by no more than 0.1 percent and were all within the accuracy
requirements of Ti tl e 30 of the Code of Federal Regul a ti ons, Part 22.
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EQUIPfl¡'NT FRON GRUNDY HINING GONPANY HlNE DISASTER
HlNE NO. 21, SECTION 003, IJIlTWEl.L. flARION COUNTY, TENNES¡'E. MINE ID 40-00542

DATE OF DISASTER: DECEMBER 8,1981
DATE EQUIPNENT RECEIVED: OECEMßER 22,1981

TABLE I

ifXìIill IT
.

TYPE TAG RECOVERED APPROVAL SERIAL PIIYS I CAL

N UNßER EQU I PNENT NO. FRON NUNßER MANUFACTURER N UfUlER CONOllION REMARKS

I Cap Lamp 2 J. Tate 6D- 36 Koch ler - Good

2 Methane 2 J. Tate 8C-24 MSA 36400 Good
Spotter

3 Cap Lamp - J, W. Rage rs 6D-30 Koch ler - Good No electrolyte in battery
4 Cap Lamp 99 C, Myers 6D-30 Koch leT - Good

- .

5 Cap Lamp 3 R, Hhite 60-30 Koehler - Good

6 Cap Lamp 116 G. Parson 60- 36 Koeh ler - Good

7 Cap Lamp 66 O. Rollins 60-36 Koch ler - Good No electrolyte in battery
8 Cap Lamp 77 D. Coo ley 6D- 36 Koehler - Good No electrolyte in bat tery

9 Cap Lamp 11 II. Nolan 60-30 Koeh ler - Good No electrolyte in battery
10 Cap Lamp 100 F. Hilburn 6D- 36 Koehler - Good No electrolyte in battery
11 Cap Lamp 113 C. French 6D-36 Koeh ler - Good

12 Cap Lamp 51 L. Cooley 6D-36 Koehler - Good No electrolyte in battery
.

13 Cap Lamp 81 L. Grimes 60-36 Koehler - Good No electrolyte in bot tery

14 Cap Lamp 41 J. B. Kilgore 6D- 36 Koeh ler - Good No electrolyte in battery
15 Te lephone 22 Section 003 9B-85 MSA 02763 Fair Bare wi res on outby condutors i

wi res fused to receiver cord,

and cable entry retainer for
receiver cord not ins ta lied
at the enclosure

* Preliminary Inspection
** A&CC assigned Exhibit

Number.
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Origin of Gases

Based on information from the Mine Examiner's records and interrogation of
miners who had been in Section 003 prior to the explosion, methane was flowing
from the gob area into active workings. It was indicated that the face of
No.2 entry was blasted and holed through into the gob prior to the explosion.
The openi ng had an estimated area of about 28 square feet. Wi th defective
bleeders and generally ineffective ventilation in the face area, methane
migrated into the intake and return aircourses as surmised and projected

(Appendix 0-1). With increased methane 1 iberation from the gob after the
blast, it is logical that miners would retreat into the intake outby the face
until gas was diluted and carried into the returns. Miners congregating in
the vicinity of the No. 62 crosscut between Nos. 1 and 3 entries would not
have experienced any discomfort in atmospheres containing even as much as
10 percent methane with an oxygen level of about 19 percent.

Potential Ignition Sources

Following a careful review and evaluation of possible ignition sources, four
probables are listed. A cigarette lighter in No.1 entry near No. 62 crosscut,
an energized cutting machine with a nonpermissible electrical enclosure in
No. 62 crosscut between Nos. 1 and 2 entries, two flame safety lamps in No.2
entry at Nos. 62 and 63 crosscuts, respectively, and the belt feeder in No.3
entry near No. 58 crosscut.

It was reported that the belt and feeder were operating at the time of the
explosion. It should be noted that the feeder is located near the outby
extremeties of the projected gas zone (Appendix 0-1). Initiation of the gas
by the belt feeder is ruled out because of the extensive flame travel outby
the feeder in the belt entry; initiation at the feeder would have resulted in
flame traveling inby. It has been established that burning rates and pressures
within a gas body are reduced as the point of initiation is moved from the face
or origin to its outer 1 imits.

Past experience has shown that under certain conditions, attempts to relight
a flame safety lamp in an explosive methane/air concentration may initiate
an explosion. An ignition is likely to occur when parts of the lamp are
damaged, such as the gaskets or the gauzes. Of the two lamps recovered in
the explosion area, the only damage observed was a broken expansion ring on
one of the lamps. As noted in Appendix 0-3, in six trials with each lamp,
methane was ignited within the globe in each instance, but did not propagate
through the gauzes to ignite methane outside the lamp.

During the post-explosion inspection of the cutting machine, it was reported
that an electrical enclosure did not meet the permissibility requirements.
However, an examination of the enclosure interior indicated no evidence that
methane had been ignited, that is, the interior was clean with no evidence
of soot or other products of combustion.

An open flame from the cigarette 1 ighter appears to be the initiating source
of the explosion. From the locations of the victims in the vicinity of the
1 ighter within the projected gas body and the unburned condition of the curtain
over the cutting machine, it is evident the flame propagated inby into the
ri cher metha ne/a i r mi xtures toward the face of No. 1 entry and into No. 63
crosscut. From this point, the flame moved outby in all entries and crosscuts
with greater flame and forces moving outby in the No.3 belt entry.
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Mechanism of a Gas Explosion

As reported by the 003 Section Foreman on the day shift of December 8, 1981,
5 percent methane was detected in the 003 section prior to the explosion.
More methane was liberated into active workings after blasting a larger opening
into the gob area at the face of No. 2 entry. As s ta ted previ ousl y, metha ne
migrated into the intakes and returns and is projected as the shaded area

(Appendix D-l). When a body of methane is ignited, it may expand to over five
times its original volume and the flame may extend to as much as five times
the ori gi na 1 zone 1 ength. The extent of fl ame travel is also shown in
Appendi x D-l.

Formation of Coke

Although coking was evident in rockdust samples collected in the explosion
zone as determined by laboratory tests, large deposits were observed at only
several locations throughout this- zone. Coke is formed by a slow moving
explosion flame and remains in place when not accompanied by severe turbulence
from dynamic forces and subsequent higher pressures. The presence of coke in
rockdust samples collected outside the flame zone may have resulted from
changes in direction of wind currents that occur during explosions. Light
coke deposits can readily be transported by these wind movements.

Development of Forces

From post-explosion observations, the lack of viol ence in the 003 section suggests
a weak 6 to 7 percent methane/air explosion. There was a very minor involvement
of coal dust in the belt entry and returns where mixed concentrations of coal
dust and methane were present 1/. Research ~has shown that to propagate a coal
dust explosion, the speed of the air mass preceding the flame from burning and
expanding gases must exceed 150 ft/sec (100 mph). Further, the study showed
that air and flame speeds are equal for speeds up to 400 ft/sec (270 mph). Above
400 ft/sec, fl ame speeds exceed the a ir speeds.

As noted, forces developed by the explosion were minimal. This fact is evident
from the general lack of physical mutilation of the casualties as well as
damage to mine equipment. Relatively weak overpressures of 1 to 2 lbs/in2 are
sufficient to destroy dry-stacked and plastered stoppings as well as dislodgement
of the top conveyor belt. From the direction that the stoppings were blown, it
is evident that the major forces travel ed outby in the bel t entry. The i nby
segment of the belt was in the return airway which would suggest a possible
increase in the extent of the original methane body. This extension would account
for the greater forces in the belt entry. A hi gh 1 evel of co ke in the belt entry
dust samples verifies slow flame travel with only minor participation of co?l dust.
In review, major flame and forces moved outby in the belt entry with static
pressures damaging the belt and destroying stoppings on both the intake and return
sides. Calculations ~/indicate that for static overpressures of 1 to 21bs/in2,
flame and wind velocities range from about 50 to 100 ft/sec, respectively.

l! Nagy, John, et. al. "Explosibil ity of Coal' Dust in an Atmosphere Containing
a Low Percentage of Methane," USBM RI 5815.

~ Richmond, J. K., et. al. "A Physical Description of Coal Mine Explosions,"
15th International Symposium of Combustion, The Combustion Institute.
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February LO, 1982

MEMORADUM FOR:

FROM:

EDWARD M. KAWENSKI

STEVEN J. LUZIK ~\o q. ~
Supervisory Chemical Engineer
Industrial Safety Division

SUBJECT: Gal lery testing of flame safety lamps from the Grundy No, Z 1
Mine

Gallery tests were conducted on two Koehler flame safety lamps taken from the
003 Section in the Grundy No. ZL Mine, Jasper, Tennessee, during post-explosion
investigations. The purpose of these tests was to determine if relighting the
lamps in a flamable methane/air atmosphere could cause an external ignition to
take place. The two lamps were identified as follows:

l. KOEHLER FLA SAFETY ~W NO. 209 (EXHIBIT 31) (v-l6; LZ/L5/8L; 2:43pm)
The expansion ring was broken on this lamp. A l-l/2-inch section was
missing from the ring. No other damage was noted upon examination of
the lamp.

2. KOEHLER FLA SAFETY LA NQ, Z09 (EXHIBIT 32)
No other identification appeared on the lamp. The lamp appeared to be
fairly new. No damage was noted upon inspection of the lam.

The lams were placed in the 420 ft3 partition of the Gas Ignition Chamber. A
plastic curtain was taped in place on the west end to confine the gas body. The
relighter of each lamp was removed and replaced by an electric match. The base
of the lam was screwed on only tight enough to engage the magnetic interlock.
DUXSEALR was used to seal the area around the match both inside and outside the
lamp. The partition was filled with the desired percentages of methane and the
matches were remotely ignited using a dry-cell battery. Video tapes were made
for each trial. Test results were as follows:

Test Lamp % CH4 Resul ts

1 3l 8.0 Internal ignition-no external ignition
Z 3l 8.0 ditto
3 3l 9.0 di tto
4 31 9. 1 ditto
5 3l 9.5 di tto
6 31 9.8 di tto
7 32 8.0 di tto
8 32 8.0 di tto
9 32 9.0 di t to

LO 32 9.1 di tto
11 32 9.5 di tto
l2 32 9.8 di tto
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A total of twelve tests were performed on the two lamps as tabulated. In no
instance was there evidence of any external flaming or glowing from the bonnet
or lower gauzes. No external ignitions were observed and all ignitions were
confined to the internal combustion chamber of the lamps.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMNT OF LABOR
Mine Safety and Health Administration

BRUCETON SAFETY TECHNOLOGY CENTER
lndustrial Safety Division

LABORATORY REPORT OF MATERIAL(S) SUBMITTED FOR TESTING

Sample Number:

Material:

Manufacturer:
(or where
sample was
taken)

Submi tted By:

Description:

Laboratory
Tests:

Tests Performed
by:

Report Prepared
by:

ISB l86

Denim Jacket

Near 003 Section, Mine #2l
Grundy Coal Company
Jasper, Tennessee

P. H. Jackson, Trial Attorney
Office of the Solicitor
Bal ls ton Towers # 3
Arlington, Virginia 22203

Self-explanatory

FISHER-JOHNS MELTING POINT (Inside lining)

Average melting temperatuTe = S43.SoF

Patricia A. Starrack, Engineering Aid

Patricia A. Starmack, Engineering Aid

ISB Sample No.:
Date: --5/82

186
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Mine Safety and Health Administration

BRUCETON SAFETY TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Industrial Safety Division

LABORATORY REPORT OF MATERIAL(S) SUBMITTED FOR TESTING

Samle Number:

Material:

Manufacturer:
(or where
sample was
taken)

Submitted By:

Description:

Laboratory
Tests:

Tests Perfoiied
by:

Report Prepared
by:

ISB l87

Miner's cap

003 Section, Mine #2l
Grudy Coal Company
Jasper, Tennessee
Manufacturer: Mine Safety Appliance Company

Page Jackson, Triãi Attorney
Office of the Solicitor
Ballston Towers #3
Arlington, Virginia

Cap taken from one of the victims at the mine.

FISHER-JOHNS MELTING POINT

Average melting temperature ~ 4l3.SDF

Patricia A. Staiiack, Engineering Aid

Patricia A. Staiiack, Engineering Aid

ISB Sample No.: l87
Date: -i/82
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMNT OF LABOR
Mine Safety and Health Administration

BRUCETON SAFETY TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Industrial Safety Division

LABORATORY REPORT OF MATERIAL(S) SUBMITTED FOR TESTING

Sample Number:

Material:

~janufacturer:
(or where
sample was
taken)

Submitted By:

Description:

Laboratory
Tests:

ISB 188

Brattice Curtain

Manufacturer Unknown
Grundy Coal Company
Mine #2l
Jasper, Tennessee

Edward M. Kawenski
Chief, Industrial "'afety Division
Bruceton Safety Technology Center
Bruceton, Pennsylvania

Samle of line brattice identical to that used at the
003 Section.

FISHER-JOHNS MELTING POINT

Average melting temperature = 377°F

Tests Perfonned
by: Patricia A. Stannack, Engineering Aid

Report Prepared
by: Patricia A. Stannack, Engineering Aid

ISB Sample No.: l88
Date: --/5/82
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mine Safety and Health Administration

BRUCETON SAFETY TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Industrial Safety Division

LABORATORY REPORT OF MATERIAL(S) SUBMITTED FOR TESTING

Sample Number:

~jaterial :

Manufacturer:
(or where
sample was
taken)

Submitted By:

Description:

Laboratory
Tests:

Tests Performed
by:

Report Prepared

ÈL:

ISB l89

Coal Dust

Grundy Coal Company
#2l Mine
Jasper, Tennessee

Edward M. Kawenski
Chief, Industrial Safety Division
Bruceton, Pennsylvania

Channel coal sample; front left rib at face of #2 Entry.
Sampled L2/LS/8L, 3:LS p.m.

PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF COAL AND COKE - ASTM D3l72-73

Test Results*:

Sample No. % Moisture % Volatile Matter** % Fixed Carbon % Ash

ISB 189 1.9 27.8 6l.6 8.7
*Average results from three rus.

**Modified method utilized.

Thomas M. Fircak, Electronics Technician
Patricia A. Starmack, Engineering Aid

Steven J. Luzik, Supv. Chemical Engineer

ISB Sample No.: 189
Date: OL/OS/82
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMNT OF LABOR
Hine Safety and Health Administration

BRUCETON SAFETY TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Industrial Safety Division

LABORATORY REPORT OF MATERIAL(S) SUBMITTED FOR TESTING

Sample Number:

Material:

Manufacturer:
(or where
sample was
taken)

Submitted By:

Description:

Laboratory
Tes ts :

Tests Performed
by:

Comments:

Prepared by:

ISB 193

Coal Dust

Grundy Coal Company
1121 Mine
Jasper, Tennessee

Edward M. Kawenski
Chief, Industrial Safety Division
Bruceton, Penna.

Sample taken from rear end deck pan; rubber-tired personnel
. carrier; Sample 113; l2/l5/8l at 3:40 p.m.

PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF COAL AND COKE - ASTM D3l72-73

Test Results:

Samle % Moisture % Fixed Carbon % Ash% Volati le Matter*

ISB 193 1. 3 57.7 23.917. 1

*Modified method utilized for volatile matter determination.

Thomas M. Fircak, Electronics Technician
Anthony Sendek, Mining Engineer

High ash and low volati le matter content indi cate that some coking
has taken place and/or sample is contaminated with rock dust or
other incombustible (see Lab Report on ISB l89 for proximate
analysis of virgin coal sample).

Steven J. Luzik, Supv. Chemical Engineer

ISB Sample No.: 193
Date: l/5/82
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6 RIGHT

Samp1 e 00 o

ENTRY NUr1BER

A B C D E

No Intake I nta ke Intake Intake/Track Intekp/Bplt Return Return

1-1 NS NS 55.5 N /;1 5 M q1 ~ 'I AA n M NS

1-2 NS NS 55.0 N 66.0 N 95.0 N 65.0 N NS

1-3 NS NS 60.0 N 60.0 N 92.5 N NS 40.0 N

1-3X NS NS !'s NS NS NS NS

1-4 NS NS 60.0 N 70.0 N 90.0 N 55.5 N 55.0 N

1-5 NS NS 35.0 N 40.5 N 73.0 N 56.0 N 62.0 N

1-6 NS 45.0 N 52.5 N 72.5 N 76.5 N 71.5 N NS

1-6X NS NS 55.5 N 63.5 N 72.5 N 53.5 N NS

1-7 NS NS 41.5 ri 74.5 N 89.0 N 63.0 N NS

1-8 46.5 N 37.5 N 36.0 N 70.0 N 92.0 N NS 80.0 N

1-9 NS NS 49.5 N 70.5 N 100.0 N NS NS

1-9X NS NS 36.5 N 36.0 ~I NS NS NS

1-10 NS NS 49.0 N 30.0 N 64.5 N NS NS

1-11 NS NS 35.0 N 25.0 N 65.0 N 40.0 N NS

.1-12 NS NS 48.5 N 20.0 N 83.5 N NS NS

,.

NOTE: Abbreviations - X = Crosscut
NS = No Samp1 e
N = No Coke

oo,o,A,B,C,D,E,F = Entry Number
EH = Extra Heavy Coke
H = Heavy Coke

S = Some Coke
T = Trace Coke
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Sam pIe

~I

00 o

6 RIGHT (Continued)

ENTRY NUMBERA B C D E

o. Intake Intake I nta ke Intake/Track Intake/Belt Return Return

1-12X ris NS NS B4.0 N 73.0 N NS NS

1-13 NS NS NS 90.5 N NS NS NS

.

.

NOTE: Abbreviations - X = Crosscut
NS = No Sampl e
N = No Co ke

oo,o,A,B,C,D,E,F = Entry Number
EH = Extra Heavy Coke
H = Heavy Coke

S = Some Coke
T = Trace Coke
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007 SECTIO~I

ENTRY NUMBER

Samp 1 e 00 o A B C D E

No. I nta ke Intake Intake Intake/Track I nta ke/Be 1t Return Return

2-1 NS 32.0 N 28.0 N NS 52. 0 ~I NS NS

2-2 NS 24.0 N 22.0 N 77.0 N 52.0 N NS NS

2-3 NS NS 36.0 N 62.0 N 62.0 ~! ~is NS

2-3X NS NS 25.0 N NS NS ~IS NS

2-4 NS NS 45.0 N 62.0 N 32.0 N 24.0 N NS

2-5 NS NS NS 32.0 N 27.0 N 37.0 N NS

2-6 NS NS 57.0 N 12.0 N 25.0 N NS NS

2-6X NS NS NS 38.0 N 32.0 N NS NS

2-7 NS NS 67.0 N 17. a N 13.0 N NS NS

2-8 33.0 N NS 43.0 N NS NS NS NS

NOTE: Abbreviations - X = Crosscut
NS = No Samp1 e
N = No Coke

00,0 ,A,B ,C,D,E ,F = Entry Number
EH = Extra Heavy Coke
H = Heavy Coke

S = Some Coke
T = Trace Co ke
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003 SECTION

ENTRY NUMBER

Samp1 e 00 o A B C D E F

No. Intake I nta ke I nta ke Intake/Track Intake/Belt Return Return Return

3-1 NS NS NS 56.0 T 75.0 N 63.0 N NS NS

3-2 51.0 N 58.0 N 44.0 N 78.0 N 88.0 N 65.0 N ~'S 73 0 N

3-3 40.0 N 53.0 N 60.0 N 59.0 N 80.0 N 59.0 ~I 57.5 T N'

3-3X NS 44.0 N 69.0 N 53.0 N 79.0 N NS 51.0 N N'

3-4 48.0 N 58.0 N 53.0 N h3 0 N 80 n T NS 63.5 N NS

3-5 NS NS 58.0 N 73.0 N 83.0 N NS 46.5 N 53.5 N

3-6 NS 62.0 N 63.0 N 63.0 N 81.0 N 59.0 N 46.0 N 43.0 T

.

3-6X NS 47.0 N 51.0 N 53.0 N 77.0 N 49.5 N 46.5 T NS

3-7 NS 82.0 N 60.0 N 80.0 N 87.0 N NS 54. 0 ~I NS

3-8 NS NS 62.0 N 73.0 N 81.0 N ~IS 56.5 N NS

3-9 NS NS 66.0 N 87.0 N 88.0 N NS 49.0 N NS

3-9X NS NS NS 69.0 N NS NS 54.0 N NS

3-10 NS NS 64.0 N 62.0 N 86.0 N NS 68.5 N NS

3- 11 NS NS 50.0 N 59.0 N 74.0 N 56.5 N NS NS

3-12 NS NS 49.0 N 64.0 N 76. 0 ~I 53.0 N NS NS

NOTE: Abbreviations - X = Crosscut
NS = No Samp1 e
N = No Co ke

oo,o,A,B,C,D,E,F = Entry Number
EH = Extra Heavy Coke
H = Heavy Coke

S = SOme Coke
T = Trace Coke
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003 SECTION (continued)

ENTRY NUMBER

Samp 1 e 00 o A B C o E F

No. Intake Intake Intake Intake/Track Intake/Belt Return Return Return

3-12X NS NS NS NS 49.0 N NS NS NS

3-13 NS NS 64. a N 51.0 T 68. a N 45.7 H NS NS

3-14 NS NS 34.0 N 45.0 N 61. a T 52.4 H NS NS

3-15 . NS NS NS 37.0 T 84.1 H 35.3 EH ~IS NS

3-15X NS NS NS 32.0 T 37.2 EH 39.5 T NS NS

3-16 NS NS NS 49.0 N 62.5 EH 29.6 H 41.0 T NS

3-17 NS NS 29.0 N 34.0 S 68.7 EH 32.7 H 43.9 H NS

3-18 NS 37.0 N 43.0 N NS 41.4 EH 36.2 H 50.2 EH ~IS

3-18X NS NS 35.0 T NS 30.0 EH NS NS NS

3-19 NS 40.0'T 39.0 N 34. a N 38.2 EH NS 47.8 EH NS

3-20 38.0 N 40.0 N 45. a N 36.0 S 38.6 EH 43.4 EH 36.4 EH NS

3-21 40.0 N 35.0 N 51. a S 38.0 S 25.9 EH 35.3 EH 37.9 EH NS

3-21 X 25. a N 35.0 N 47.0 N NS 26.8 EH ~IS NS NS
.

3-22 49. a N 69.5 T 45.0 S NS 26.5 EH 38.5 EH NS NS

3-23 29. a T 41. a T 46.9 EH 39.0 S 26.2 EH 38.2 EH NS NS

NOTE: Abbreviations - X = Crosscut
NS = No Samp1 e
N = No Coke

oO,o,A,B,C,D,E,F = Entry Number
EH = Extra Heavy Coke
H = Heavy Coke

S = Some Coke
T = Trace Coke
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003 SECTION (cont i nued)

ENTRY NUMBER

Samp1 e
No

00
I nta ke

o
Intake

A

I nta ke
BCD

Intake/Track Intake/Belt Return
E

Return
F

Return

3-24 29.0 T 41.8 EH 43.9 H 40.5 EH 29.2 EH 40.2 EH NS NS

3-24X NS NS 49.3 H 43.4 H NS NS NS NS

3-25 37.0 N 36.0 S 44.4 H 36.7 EH 28.5 EH 46.7 EH NS NS

3-26 35.0 N 36.0 S NS NS 27.9 EH 37.4 EH NS NS

3-27 NS 46.8 H NS NS 29.1 EH NS NS NS

3-27X NS NS NS NS 27.9 EH NS NS NS

3-28 NS 39.7 H 37.1 EH 24.3 EH 27.5 EH NS NS NS

3-29 NS 38.6 H 36.2 EH 30.2 EH 32.1 EH NS NS NS

3-30 NS NS 35.6 EH 39.0 H 52.R EH NS NS NS

3-30X NS NS 39.4 H 24.3 H 38.0 S ~is NS NS

3-31 NS NS 35.6 EH 27.4 EH 30.0 S NS NS NS

NOTE: Abbreviations - X = Crosscut
NS = No Samp1 e
N = No Co ke

oo,o,A,B,C,D,E,F = Entry Number
EH = Extra Heavy Coke
H = Heavy Coke

S = Some Coke
T = Trace Coke
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PHOTOGRAPH 1 - Cigarette 1 ighter at the inby side of No 62
crosscut in No 1 entry of 003 section
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PHOTOGRAPH 2. - Two packages of Winston
cigarettes in lunch hucket
found in deck of the roof
bol ting machine on 003
section
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PHOTOGRAPH 3. - Loading machine at 4 by 7 foot area which was

mined into the gob from the face of No 2
entry of 003 section
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PHOTOGRJI.PH 4 ßorehol es into gob from face of No.3 entry
of 003 sect; on
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PHOTOGRAPH 5. - Miner i s j acke t - wi th evidence

of melting inside lining.
Miner i s Cap - wi th bill on cap

melted. Located on right side
of No. 1 entry inby No. 61
crosscut at location of victims
identified as No. 11 and 77

PHOTOGRAPH 6. - Affects of heat on plastic cur-

tain inby last open crosscut in

No 3 entry of 003 section

,.

"'
...,.~ ..

--.. *
,

PHOTOGRAPH 7. - Burned and melted remains
of a plastic ventilation
check curtain outby the
last open crosscut in
No. 2 entry of 003
section



APPENDIX G

U.S, DEPART "IENT OF LABOR-MINE SAFET AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
PASHA FORM 7003 (Jun 78)

1,-) CITATION i' ORDER OF WITHDRAWAL DATE .1 21 () ß 1 ~ l TIME 1. A :i J: 0 7 5 5 4 8 6- (SEE REV~R El ~(SEE REVERSE) MO DA VA (24 HA CLOCK)
S~;i'li:il TO OL LI ~ Q"(o¡:l'S.-~F't7V J),i",l.PERATOR ~..o/'V MIIUtJ& ÚJmf'Ao.'¡.. :We..
MINf _ c. MINE I.D, ~ Q. - i! Q S ¿ f. - _ _ _ (CONTRACTOR)
rVPEOF ACriON 1 0 ~ - ¡; -_,_ _ _-_ -_ VIOLATION OF SECTION _ _ _ -_-_ OFTHEACTOR
;',\R r Ai'il si:c nON _ OF TITLE 3D CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS; OFFlC' us, ON' V

IYl'f OF INSl'ECTIO';F_f':b -0 -; AND -;;., ~V;.S" 0 W N COO's -J P_' O:~'o i I
CmlDITON OR PRACTICE ~ $ 0 VI.." TJ
__ €1J11,"¡fh" of ""IIÙERS /tJ -n ArT'lJE" I1lJbE/QliIlCL'vD ""aIlK,l-6S: nilE Th ALl
~--Æ.AI EX"~cSIOo.. iiç Mi/JE l~ i-çIlESV C~ÐSEll Pi'lJblo.r. R.(SLl~F /lor:
~-R~£Ril 19PE1TIl"J( Ai.b ul.rii. Au iIùVE~rl".TLalJ IS r-"",pl.E.b ~1I""i..iJ'"
__-J!L(AlXES c~..o: AC.'-,PEtJ.
II:!:;A OR EQUIPMENT IIf' Ei. øç; lIA1btR6."".'A1/\ WORl(Iu'j OF T1c /r1A1F

ImTI.\L I\I;TIOI- o NOTICE o CITATION

TIME
A

o ORDER NO,

.,: êKSIGNATURE

DATED 1 I_-
VA.lllr":1MI~L\ nON DUi: DA rE ..õ lor 1

Ai; nON TO TERMINATE----_.-
=¡ 0 SEE CONTINU.--'R ATION FORM

lJ.\TE ---1-._1__ TIME____ SIGNATURE"MQ OA YA (24 HR CLOCKl "

U,S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
MSHA FORM 7003IlJun 781

~ SUBSEQUENT 0 CONTINUATION
It ACTION

I.".'nol '..u.) DATEDL:z 1.lJ.1JiL N..t:Z'sS~.EJ.--iMe DA VR
OCITATION ~ORDER DATE.LZ./.J!1/~L TIME.~!1.J~Me DA VR (24 HR CL.eCKl

.,"AVED (0 f(R. I-lii.,i 'ROfoEI!5 -.C)FE hÆt~OPERAYOR GRuoJD'i /fIIJ/N6 (j,,PAAN. J:c.
MiNr ___ __J.~. MINE 1.0, ~ .Q -...è .s .é ~ - _ _ _ (CONTRACTOR)
JIJSTl~ICAllON FOR ACTION CHECKED BELOW ,q&J Ar.ei DeAl U/¡r. f)rc.vR.RF"O AT 'T,.1 ,",AlE' IlJiJl'ulln.Jt~

___.M__&2AREYl np,"sio/J lo. -ni: kLT'hJi; uiJbI;R"~D~)b v.RiiI..('t. iM~ I 0 ~ I(
__--~.. Øi:VU'HK,1 oi t~"u£' Il, lo~UQIr Ite''\~,G''D., 'ü(l.uhG "T i:Ou.HUl.. "",tJ.s

--"..L~£ ""iIUl ..lI (.. lto .tJb ""notE,, ., TM ~,2.1 MIllE. . ToI('
. JJ..'\ ,,,.LlE . .T.n. \.0. clo- 00 s-i j ~ ßi.2o; "'.~. ;I.1', uc, 40- 00 S',q i TliG
.. ___~. 2;.""",1; i :i.i: tJo, -46)010+'2) TIe: l'h. 'A....."" .:r.hoUo 4C)-"~1?". N\lo.£U
~_____\~l.lL 9.(; ,..U"tìiCl-,\A.. holf ..u ullbJ:Gl..,"..1) .o,;..l, flF "nY: lb.tJ MIa.\FC.
_____U1!L ",i- '-.KminO!J lol "! r'u..o:i, l)F 1',; ~ttlbEur i ~ la~ØLi;D

lJE;(fHJ~EI) TO, DATE__I__I__Me DA VR
r-i TEH¡'illflJ'.Tl:D ~ MODIFIEÒ

(YI'F. OF INSPECõ!ON .A-tA

TIME____ 0 VACATED
(24 HR CLOCK)

OSEE CaNTIN

SIGNATURE ~

l__ATC__I__I__

1~..L
AR



APPENDIX G

u.s. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
MIME SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
MSHA FORM 7()3a (Jun 781
t: StBJEQIJ'ËNT r.J COTINUATION~.'I\I..riON L

lo".'n.""u,i DATED 1Z I-LE1J1.. No-':i.sS...1J.f-hMQ DA VR
OCITATIDN t8DRDER DATE.1hIJ 2.131- TIME a::.!.:MQ DA VR (24 HR CLOCK)

SE;\VW f')~..lJtÆn - ç,Fe D'''L./~

M¡"E N".;2/ fll/E
OPERATOR (;~Úhn'l Ifl!J/~ (;/IPt¡Hý :T,c..

MINE I.D. 4 0 - l2 t2 .s 2, A - _ _ _ (CONTRACTOR)

J',''''FICATlO/'FOnAGTIONCHECKEDBELOW 77(; A),2.1 ,NlAN 1/4r BçElo ExliwiiUED

- _--,1~..R-i;.\1L.Jln; AND it- /-LLS Rlç:lo D£f'trwcj) mili -n~ ll"Ul" 1.$
~Stçt; .Eat?, -r~"£'" _ '7FRE'FOIUC1 ORDeR Jj. tJ7s:-:-1lS6 H UFI2€R.,1lYri,FIFf

-~ -1~ me RJi-LcIl/~ A~P' JJ/lo£.5 '1 (,LJ/JoJVF AJ0ól4l-
Ji£e()A9C' 'Te ,)0. :24 h111¥ ;in AJl. 4D-Da'!7'J ¡ r.. AJ".,Zt:l1,NE

=~_.::I:~7). A/) '(')0,57tJ: -r'l ,.In. 2'7 Nl,lo~. ~r ~. v". .(0-011)47 j AAJ't 7U
_ -~VO.-LLINFj r.1\ 'Aln 4n-f?Jf.13,

r l ::Xf~NO~I) TO: o.-\rE-__I__I__~ MO OA VR
rJ i ¡.mll.\J.' rEO ØMODIFIED

rypf' OF INSPËCT'ON -A£.I

TIME.____
(24 HR CLOCK) O OFFICE USE ONl\VACATED CODES i P_L-_ATD__f__f__

OSEE CONTINUATION FORM DATE

SIGNATURE~W. ~ -l 831.
AR

(...I....ID..TED L ~/.a Bii!;.LMO DA VR
I0CITATION DORDER D..ntJ.Ldi 2,ß.:i TlMELHLQMO DA VR (24 HR CroCKl

SE;lV~1J TO,m ~//.':s :P?'''..s(-q,.~ n_~..r-'1~RATOR &~g-.¿ ~_&l'1 O~¿. IN',
¡.lINE ~ 2-l UINEI.D.j! £1 -a 1:.! Ii ¥ -_ _ _(CONTRACTOF
Jû;MIÇ.~TlON FOR ACTION CHECKED BELOW -l_ 1..,~-r&bA-olJ '7 ~....¡..r "r '~Vjø

_._--1' --1t~CL IH .. 'l/H Ru¡J ('''I'~J.

U,S, DEP"'RTMENT OF LABOR
MINE SAFETY AND HEAL TH ADMINISTR"'TlON
MSHA FORM 7003. (Jun 78)
r. SUBSEQUENT 0 CONTINU..TION
V-J ACTlON

NO()Z.s.sØP6z-~

(J~xrE;oDEOTI):DATe__1 _1__TIME____~ liO DA VR (24 HR CLOCK)
!X rEril.lIIM~D 0 1o0DIFIED

rYPE O~ INSPECTION E) .2 ¿

DVACATED OFFICEUSfONlYCODfS i "l__ATD__,__I__
OseE CONTINÖ"'T'J FORM T'
SIGNATURE" r"L¿.~ ~J.!iR-l
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U.S, DEPARTMENT OF LAIlOR-MINE SAFET AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
MSHA FORM 700.3IJun 7B)

O CITATION ~ ORDER OF WITHDRAWAL DATE -l .1 1.L S. i ß L TIME.L :i .P Q 07 57 825(SEE REVERSU (SEE REVERSE) MQ ~ YR 12. HR CLOCK i

SERVEOTO~LL~ D..i=ß OPERATOR ~"i.ibl ItIMI~i. V-~..N.~'.
MINE iJ 2\ K\I~1E MINE I.D,d D - .D-".s.Z~ - _ _ _ (CONTRACTOR)
fVPi;OFACTION-l Q ~ - b -L,_ _ _-_ -_ VIOLATION OF SECTION _ __ -_-_ OF THE ACT OR 

PAR r AND SECTION '7 .s. ~...Q Ji _ _ __ _ _OF TITLE 30 CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS: g~~~CE USE ONlV

TVP" QF INSPECTION.A.E A. ~ SAND S iSEE "EVE"SEI 0 W N COOES -- PLATO
CONoinON ùR PRACTICE Inil(; 1'".. 1.._Ç ~pc.e"" itF"Au~ 'IS ø.t=t.çJJ... TUE. flF)"\
_--~ "l. !)'O:""ß.-L lØ/lq~i- ALL """$C"US U"'P" ''" ..m.T\Uwl. -r " !;AFE

!i~"" r.~ ~ AD~'A lEba.IlV...Fn '2 M\i:A..C FiØoM. 6..\ 1~1lniiA.)£Lr~"
__ _.~.ßuilLtW"b r-. "pEA.

.~R"A UR EOUI~MENT -rc cc 3 lul!~1 "'i. "mc.

I/If.ALACTIOIl o NOTICE ~CITATION DORDER NO, ()JS782.1 DATED-l;-i.;f '4,)

TERMIÑA';ioN DUE DATE ~.t '4,1- i ß..z TIME~.J:B/l SIGNATURE W. ñ .L lr ,¿ of
ACTION TO TERMINATE

DATE .._1__1__ TIME____ SIGNATURE""~..o DA YR (24 HR CLOCK) I" =i 0 SEE CONTINU.--AR ATION FORM

.is. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
..,NE SAFETY AND HEAL TH ADMINIST"ATION (od,'n" ,,,"'' OATEO.i .:/,a '" 1-3~ N412!l s 2. 1: ~ S' -...lA'FORM 700o-Jo (Jun 781 MQ Dir VR
~ !~Hõ2UENT 0 CONTINUATION 0 CITATION (dRDER DATEI2:ï IL £'13..2 TIME L ~ ::.t

Me DA YR (24 HR CL.O'C)

!lRVEDTO..li:s í?y"r.r (S"'l'ry J),'r"LT"..) OPERATOR t'ru..cI .;,A/~ ¿'... r..t! ,
~INE At .; I MINE i.D..j .J - d t7 .5 ~ .! - _ _ -ICONTRACTORI
JUSTifiCATION FOR ACTION CHECKED BELOW

Z:~:-.~I i:$~~ ?:!~;£:5 ;47';::i::!i ;:1;'~~~":f;i~i;:::/::~';,/:;:/
:rÁ" ",..."" ~'/A r A.:U:/'i ~$__~ _ ___- :_=- _?

-0 
EXTENDED TO, DATE._ .--1---1--MO DA VR

DTERMINATED Ø'ODIFIED
TYPE OF INSPECTION Æ.ß Æ

TIME _____
(24 HR CLOCK) O OFFICE 

USE ONL'lVACATED coon i P l__ATC__I__I__

OSEE CONTINUATION FORM DATE

SIGNATUREt/.n7 fJ..ý# '1~;!l
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U,S, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR-MINE SAFET AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
MSHA FORM 7l).3 (Jun 78l

O Clf,\TON ~ ORDER OF WITHDRAWAL DAlE .. 611. S. ¡ S L nME.1 ~ ~ .e 07 57823(SEE REVERSE) . (SEE REVERSEj MO DA YR (24 HR CLOCK)
$ERVEDTQiiu.S ,£t!s- V.F£7V l)"'éc:rnL OPERATOR 6D".,l-1 Jr'AIAJt- (ÓNlPAlJr,:zr,MINE ~. 21 MINE J.D, ~ ~ - (l.f l .z ~ - _ _ _ (CONTRACTOR)
fYPEOFACTION 1..Q ~ -.D -1-,_ _ _-_ -_ VIOLATION OF SECTION __ _-_-_ OFTHEACTOR
PART AND SECTlON:i.$. -D.ß J. &z _ _ __ _ _OF TITLE 30 CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS; g:~~E USE ONlV

rYPE OF INSPECTION.ß.E ~ i: SAND S ISEE "EVE"SE. 0 W N CODES -I PLATO , i

CONDITIOH OR PRACTICE IJ ~HÇ.r" (uIJAIAJ ..~" lJlr 11J'1us/) ",J noÇ' A'\, l'f c-UJ"".r

__dA-=__On ~ s&cn",&J erWl~1J -l IAJAlt.E AN/) AE1l¡J ENTtbE" ¡4UJ..'AJ6 -nl:
_~irAHL ~I" '" ~HDrr C,ltt:un- lJIDt:rr~ ~ 7H R£'DA1. -re 4"bJ~E/' "~AJr;l A"r,nI.
--.\A D(;auiJfEh ~Ue-('I# 'u""AJl-~ to ~ 'ILll""4LLl) l'EE1J '" ,ArnkE" AAJll RE1¡:uJ
_--lL."lJ,IiM.. ~ 1'1tlliUJ£1i ~~.lD,AJe. liuE' /!~~f.~b,A.n. "' LA."" AfJJJ ~D5Si...

AREA OR EQIJIPMENT -rc 003 ú...I!.AJf. q.c:o¡J------
iimi,~l AcnON 0 NOTICE i: CITATION j ORDER NO, l)75i!ii-1----_.
TERMItlATlON DUE DATE A 1 A'l i ß.1: TIME-pJ.c-€£ SIGNATURE W.

ACTION fO TERMINATE

DATE _.:./..__1__ TIME____ SIGNATURE'"MQ OA YR (24 HR CLOCK) ~

DATED.. z 1 .. ~ 1.ß -lMO OA YA
.Ld -':1

--AR OSEE CONTINU-ATION FORM

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF lABOR
MINE SAFETV AND HEAL TH ADMINISTRATION
MSA FORM 7001)3. lJun 7at
r;'SUBSEOUENT 0 CONTINUATION

_ L. ACTION

10"010" I..u.) DATEp L).š¡ a..!I.1.a No/L2.!21lií.3 - 2-MO DA VR
o 

CITATION ¡aORDER DATE~J.IL.Æ/.. Z- TIME / d.3 0MQ DA VR (24 HRCLOCK)
SERVED To~Æ'.ilt~rr fI../'rf ,Z,',u.r",,.) OPERATDR'&y.... Æ/,"i'j eD. .2~,

MINE At .; 1 MINE I-O..$ ~ - Æ .i,, ¿ .¥ - _ _ _ ¡CONTRACTOR:
JUSTlFICATlDNFOR~CTIONCHECKEDBELOW rA'" /¿,..(.!I(¡.1 ""rd'...- A"u",¡'~,. ,l7"-7?d-~ r/4md

/~-rS-- 3"1/. ,l.. -t 7!"'sf'S' ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ e ~'r Š ,. l:~"~./ t': ~
"/~r û/'~' Y.."-L!L.'~:l/' r;~::;~fj "; ~; I; ,,' í..1 :.;; :;'.:;r' D ;.,(,. ;:. s-.?I
/1,1'/ 7i. r ~rdLc _~$' ~____~__ ,. ~v,,/ ",AI rl", .;. ~ý-.l2-

OEXTENDEDTO DATL. .-1-._-1--MO OA VR
DTERMINATEO r:ODlFlED

TVPE DF INSPECTION n jf Æ

O OFFIt:EuSEONL'T:~EHR CLOCKi- VACA.TED callES I P l__ATD__I__I__

OSEE CONTINUATION FORM DATE

SIGNATURE~ ., t'.£.-'/O/# L,s g2.U~.nr~V.v"~~ A"_____._-.~~___~ ~--



APPENDIX H

U,S, DePARTMENT OF LABOR-MINE SAFET AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
.MSHA FORM lOO.3lJ"" 78)

r-i CITATION I' ORDER OF WITHDRAWAL DATE .. l: 1.1 .5 i ß. L TIME.l .5 () 0 0757822-- ISEI: nEvEASEl ~ (SEE REVERSEl MO OA VR (24 HR CLOCK)
seR'Ieo ro tl~,IJ~ fl_ '''''50 -5A~r( J:11!"rTrJ'i OPERATOR r-.,i..,,~ !nllJll\fn (j"",PAfJ"¡ ~"-.;s ,
MINE _ \1", 2.1 MINE LD, ~ D. - .i 12 .s 2. ~ - _ _ _ (CONTRACTOR)
rYPE OF ACTION -i Q ~ - .b -1., _ _ _ - _ - _ VIOLATION OF SECTION _ _ _ - _ - _ OF THE ACT OR

P,\:lT AND SECTlON:i s.. a. s. L J¿ _ _ __ _ _ OF TITLE 3D CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS. g~~~CE USE ONLY

rVPE 0:= INSPi:CTION .A ...A ~ SAND S (SEE FtEVERSE¡ D W N CODES .~ PLATO

CONDITION OR PRACTICE -rue tI£l,..now SYS.f£/I A"" m.J!AJ AIJ Lws; ~AJ.. P4iJ WA.s
__A),~.w_ wl1 olJ ~i: 1V"l ~C1ON "" -nm- A P~"'AIJEAI srPI"fJ" ..lI 1.'"
___ __Ifl£ 8EJFt;AJ~ 1AJM.E Nb 'IIUJ A,Rl.AiJ IAJ nit; 1"'""1\ Ct!l.AJcrlJf"
_n.e.Üt;J" ovrßlo 'T t=Ac.Ç -n APlbtllFD PuAJ tlt;t:IJIl€~ "'1I ~IlAiJ.£U' u-/)DJAJC:~ 6£
_ .iilg~iLt~A. -mE IWTAIL~ A,vn A£TR. AIRLUý'.~ UI'Tt o1AJ ,aJCJÐI1J6 -nu: "7,.in CCAJAXC'IAJG

_ .C-",lH,oJ, cl~~ l:¥r-.
.-Hl:." O~ Ec)UIPMENT rulE 00 ': l.floJr. !;ECIolU

INIfAL AcriOM o NOTICE ~ CITATION 0 ORDER

reRMINA'IÕ;' DUf OATE Æ"j,i-Q;L 1.B L TIME -" 7 0 g2 SIGNATUREMV u R 24 HRClOI-K!
.\CTION fO fERMINATE

DATED -l 2., -l ,:,.§.LMQ DA YA
,lw. .1 t! .31.

QATE ~~ 1 _ ._, .__ _ TIME _ _ _ _ SIGNATURE ..MQ DA VR (24 HR CLOCK) ~ =i 0 SEE CONTINU.--A¡¡ ATION FORM

u.s. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
MINE SAFETY AND HEAL Trl ADMINISTRATION
MSHA FORM 7000.3.. (Jun 18J

ær~~~~Õ2UENT D CONTINUATION

(01 ¡gin. I ¡~~ue) DATED -l 3. , ~ !1,...kMQ DA VR NoLl2.s.'!Z.3El .;_~

o 
CITATION I2ORDER OATE.13.IL~/..:1 TlMEL ::3..iMQ DA VR (24 HR ¿rOCK)

SERVED Te ~:i29'.cr:" (s..,c¿Tj l):,."_r,,r) OPERATeR C!.-v,.dy /J:,¿'jl!ø. .:Co ,

MINE --~W / MINE I,e, .$ 12 - a .t ,s .i -¥ - _ _ _ ICONTRACTORI
JUSTlFICATIONFORACT~ONCHECKEOBElOW..l: //1!/-l) t!rdøy ,,)AA.hei ,¡7.,'?Jl-":¡ ¿""T..d

r;, /J - /2..'L_¿'-'_Ârf.Lb)CL.d.LZ.",cL ;r 5~g,J r/." c",.d:,,:,"/ "I" ~l-T.".- ,.;".,1 oMS' 

~erJ'c.-.1/.r0_L4LJIÆJ¿~~T81 Al'('.rldr /",po!rr-jA;r-",L...~,. r/... i~ _/s-_/?/
/f.l'/ d, L!~'¡,,"k£..~/~.£./ T/.~ .; -ãlS'-.PZ-.

o 
EXTEflU(¡l 10 úAH

t.t,) IIA

DTERI.W"'A1lD B-";IQDlfIED
TYPE Qí H.';h.Cï iOt. h il L2

liME _ _~ __
VII I.:.l IiH CLOCK) O OHICE USE OhUVACATED r.ours P l__,l.D__I__I__

o SEE CONTINUATION FORM DATE

SIGNATURE ~ -1 r\ -1",: i'~
'-..n.nj' ~ .fA/4.~'U

L..g.2
AR



APPENDIX H

U.S, DEPARTMENT DF LABOR-MINE SAFET AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
MSHA FORM 700-3 ¡Jun 781

O CITA nON !' ORDER OF WITHDRAWAL DAn: .. ~/.1 S 1.ß L TIME 1. ~ ~ .£ 07 57824ISEE REVER.Sji a I ~ (SEE REVERSE) . MO OA VR (2" HR CL.OCKl
SERVt!O YO N~l.L1\ ~.('.ÇLS - 54~ -liR,tmlJ OPERATOR ("..UU1'' MUJUJb, Cvøa'AY ,'7u .
MINE iJ, 21 M ,LJ MINE 1.0,.! .Q - .Q D.E .z ~ - _ _ _ (CONTRACTOR)
rYPEOF ACTION .L .Q ~ - .b-L,_ _ _-_ -_ VIOLATION OF SECTION _ _ _ -_-_ OFTHEACTOR

PIRT "NO SECTlON:i s.. ~.3 2. ~ _ _ __ _ _OF TITLE 30 CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS; ~~~~E USE ONLY

TYPE Of INSPECTION .A.E.A ~ SAND S ,SEE "EVE"SE, 0 W N CODES -l PLATO , i

CONDIrOH QR PRACTICE '7 Bi;~r. .s\l~~.. '1 ~¡UunnlJ..n "REA nf' THF .5 R,L-r
_ ~EC-,llJl\ IAJaC ~ 'Gu#J:rI",A.luJi." Rlr~ix; Al. l!lh.I'H.;j¡JC In£nAr.E -Ail' NiI,iRE ''Ourr
_~_ AU.JMULA"T1) i.. "T~ ~ '1L~ "'tf.ir~n U.iT 'TE At"Tai. l1~"M'''Jb.r nF n4E-
__-c3 . SLcnoP WUIlJ -n ,.~. l.~..s. 1..rn"'~J""1:D_

ARE.' oa EQUIPMENT ~E oo=l iuiEyllJl Gino""

Irl,(I:\L ACnON DNOTICE /' CITATION DORDER NO. 075'1 ø 21 DATED -l 2. 1 -l 5'1..-l~ MO DA YR
TEMiAiiN DUE DATE ~if 1 A,.; 1 ~yi= TIME Æ ~cgc-f SIGNATURE Y_)- Tn W L. L - A .1 8;.,-:

ACTION TO TERMINATE

DATE __1__'_- TIME____ SIGNATURE'"MO DA VR (24 HR CLOCKl " -l 0 SEE CONTINU.--'R. ATION FORM

u.s. DEPARTMENT OF lABOR
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
MSHA FORM 70003a (Jim 761
r:SUBS£QUENT 0 CONTINUATION
~ ACTION

(0""0" i"..' DATED.!.dI~.fI-i.2 N.t2:Z~2 -! do J!-~MO DA: YR

o 
CITATION ¡aORDER DATE.L 31.L-'112: TIMEL.2.1ÓMO DA YR (24 HR Cl-OCK)

SERVEDTo_LlV/':Su_í?:JU-~Aí9..J.n"7ñ')OPERAToR Crv..ay M,~~ C". I-It:,

MINE --~.. MINE I,D,;! l) - l) .i. S õl .! - _ __ _ (CONTRACTOR)
JUSTIfiCATiON FOR ACTluN CHE.CKED BE-lOW I / if
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